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FOREWORD'

:
This publication is one of five SUGGESTED ro cover a corrarehensive home.
'economics program.. It leparts from the previous single guide limb is designed to .
help teachers develop quatity in both consent and processes of Itar'Ine.

--Home Economics E-duc=mon primarily seeks to strengthen .hour idzun
Since, publication oftthe previous single guide, including horn': cooly:num ugicills..
and knowledge. as preparation for an occupation has become ana-thermwhams
teacher responsibility Thus, each of the five publications will inclode an emit/limo
on relate° careers it -tome economics. Hopefully the 'SUGGESTED legman:,
experiences and reour...es will provide

of
schools impetus to develop programs

that will fulfil the nerds =id interests of all students.

I commend ii:t! man, teaLner and their, local digtricts who helped clee r.tr. tee
materials.

Verne A. Duncan
State Superintendent of
Public Instructipn
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INTRODUCTION

cs Education sdnables individuals to function as centzzibuting mem41111--.Dr_s9ciety. It..
stregthens the quality of individual any_ famil izife It responits ancietal and
..encenis. It provides consumer. homismaking and career in -the home

keconntilics

TIWASOIDIC is iplinnizetd_ as a' primary unit of our socie-,, influrenotag the -mairgammuu who in turn
infbemico eit,, kety A changing society in turn influe,,..z.-... the home. Tint latent of. a home_
ecOurfnincs oliiiparm should .relate to changing societal ..cuarlikons. tssenitias s and practical. ...

expasenices_ It sbanuld emphasize creative and problem-famovirm. aksiries 1r 4),--tild help nourish
*hum- reekin mai self-esteem. The concepts presented herti--wilitibe as-eftei±vf- ,i7or .oday's families .

as fn riiOmorraw's_ lirovided materials are interpreted in a carritimsoust- litlit'",'t Mairrire.r.

'Memo Ci,:hers wind administrators may find these puFthtions us-,t le ,t'-met pi11110SeS, four'
desevv IllettiOn here. Briefly, they should help in

taeating ixantent areas for home economies.

iiii.,nicarimg potential outcomes of home econprrucs studusrab, parras and other
...a." MTV -mernbem

arpri administering local home economics programs.

,Isme-ssing airc: evaluating local home economics program

Tht 4.ix 'SUG(,ESTED district goals below* shape a SU(---2.1STEM > im cattornics program.
Seuni.wz. .-cirriciaium guides will present each of the firs ive pk),,Vb yep acitel,!iy. The last goal
I ousotis,. frig for c-Rreers in home economics) will be woven thrcagh of the fly' eluides.

SUGGESTED DISTRICT DEALS

- wig be -able to make rational decisions in munaing personal- anu :amity resources.
(.1r ' tl Family Resource Management)

S

S

(7t

Slug-.
cry
S
rep
t

.11 understand the impact upon society an(' encr:sonmen't wnen applying. the
ittrition in the selection and prejaration of 7 mitts. (Ntr7-Ition-& ,(ts)

i!-- able to make textile and clothing decisions winch m' 't nclividuial and family needs.
Er)

iiindersfand the ,environmental impact of
,munagmg a livable habitat. (Living Environm,

be ,able to incorporate the, concepts of hm
ips with adults, peers and children within the te
y)

ageon society and culture when

deveturpment and tamily living into
nd sodety. (Human Developmen)&

will be able to ciiialify for the occupainci ilker hi.rnemaking and other home
lated careers.

e, then, unfolds SUGGESTED program goals (fivt -tem) and SUGGESTED course goals
em) for realizing the fourth SUGGESTED district gugifkabove. On the next two pages

o,ttli,-Atof these goals!The SUGGESTED learning experiences -ewer 650 of them) thus merely may
bop ..1141, to realize 67 course goals, five program goals and ont riustnct goal. The outline likely will
r.-1z13econtinual alteration.. Local concerns, changing societa aid environmental issues, anchnew
discortlities may'influence information and technology.

*These re litho same "SUGGESTED GOALS" used as program goals on page of in.!' Elernentary-Secondary Guide for Oregon
School. Pot II, Suggestkins (Salem: Oregon lepartmcnt of Education. 1977).

1



..tIVING ENVIRONMENTS

DistriceGoal Studenshit understand the eiwironmental impact of housing upon
society-a culture when creating and managing a livalfle habitat.

Piugram Goal The s. dent will-be able to mintage the impact-of environments on people.

` ,Coursetqpis, e student will be able lo r

identify the essential'ingsedients in the environment that affect individual and family well-being..

. .
describe aesthetic qualities in living ernmilasnents.

: .

Abe tile im Orroundings or, innividuals and groupi. '

y struct> ed in harmon' , tan the natural environment.

ntify housing and o r s:strtturesaAllsodifications of the enviponment.

to selected historical and contemposury designs to the enviromum4.

I

...
',. deternine ways the environment affe.c.- rousing and is likely to aft = i housnier,:n the future.

identify art principlqs that.form the bans of all design (e.g., harmor .Invittiou. trroportibn, balance znmaltaan)..

identify# elements of design.used creating functional envircumwenr ,..,.g_ line, form, texture.. srtsytolor).
. -

determine_differing uses'of delign elements and art principles in man, gift intesio r space_

esign interior mand exterior environ using the design elemeruisaittif ipisciples: -.,

Program al The 'student will be able to
.,

knowledge of human neenitanipnetions of homed to crew optimum
,/ .

living .enviormen ts.

. Course Goals' The student will be able r,

identify, individual needs (social, emotional,
functional using and home furnishings.

determine tlie role of values in creatine functional environment
N:identify lifestyles- that 'affect housing

intellectual, ecisimic:= physical) that can be disough

identify cultural factors that influencz. ousing choices.

adapt housing and feirnishings to fit inctividual and family needs imugh. the life cycle.

identify period architectural styles wnich are a creative and aesuletic miltience on housing and environment.

identify historical events that have illilueyd the development -- sousing.

determine technological advances that nave influencecrthe nauseam and quality of living environments.

identify past and present trends in siewzningrand furnishing interior and exterior space.

identify types of fUrnishings and acct' cries available for designing Ulterior space.

relate concepts of personal space to onvsiological, psychological and social needs of individuals and families.

interpret plans for housing.
determine basic principles of storage omen meeting individual and family housing needs.

arrange furniture to meet the needs of individuals and families.

create functional interiors to meet given needs.

plan a functional and aesthetic landscape.

'

Program Goal The student will be able to formulate plans compakible with the goal of an optimum living'environment.

Course Goals The student.will be able to

identify the relationship between world housing patterns and U.S. housing patlerns.-

determine the positive and negative effects of urhanizatio'n in creating an,optimum living environment.

assess the effect that overpopulation has on people and their living environments.

describe the aesthetic relationship between housing and the environment.

explain'how housing decisions people make affect others.

determine the effect of housing trends o he environment.

2
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idenuilksaurces of inforthation that caw be used in making decisions to preserve.and protect the environment. 51.

identify:the role of planning groups in creating optimum living environments. , 52

.assess the effect of cairn action in promoting the goals of an optimum living envir'oniment. 53

foonnulate plans that 7416 be used to protect and preserve the eTwirOnment.

wedge the illative safsoragdifferen ing environments. 55

..astermine.safety procedures in the home* 56

Progurionsaal- The student will be able to sur?imari informationoneeded to Jr4ponsible consumer housing
decisions. 57

clumsee Gosh The student will be able to

identify the role of sonernment in housing, 59

aletermine the role c- -public 'policy in relation to housing quality. 60

tentify the reasons -- the success or failure of programs 'designed to improve housing conditions' 61

atterpret the relationssips among the selection of housing and values, lifestyles, resources and stages in the family
ife-cycle. 62

identify housing t yn.-2-. which meet the needs of specific individuals and families. 63

identify societal roles whik7h. affect housing choices. ,64

identify environmental influences (e.g.. geographic. climatic) which affect housing choices. 65

identif., the economu. influences which affect housing choices and the environment. 66

identify types of semices and sources of information available to the consumer in selecting a livable environment. 68

identity types of ser"AL:TS and sources of information available to the consumer in making housing transactions. 69

identify rights and responsibilities of landlords, tenants. sellers and home buyers. 70

use guidelines for home buyers, sellers and renters in making housing decisions. :71

identify factors affecting the finlincing of a borne 72

identify types of insurance available to protect the homeowner and renter. 73

apply guidelinesof Personal and family resource management to housing and home furnishings. 74

use resource mforrrnnion for selection and maintenance of home furnishings. 75

select, use, and care or interior furnishings arid accessorie-, 76

utilize resource information iri the selection, i)Re and equipment, 78

select, use and care for household equipment. 79

chook and care for major interior surface' finishes. , 80

identify the. differing environmental impacts of deciioris made when using and caring for selected home
furnishings and,equipnlent. 81

determine the irfnilepce of time, energy, money and ability in making. buying, repairing or renovating home,
furnishings,, accessories and household equipment. 82

Prognan Goal The student will be able to carry out the occupation of, homemaking or pursuing a home
economics-related career. 83

Course Goals The student will be-able to

identify types of jobs related to creating and maintaining livable environments. 85

'identify the economic and employment trends related to jobs in creating and maintaining optimum liVing. 86

determine interests and attitudes necessary for employment in jobs related to living environments. 87

describe' the abilities and skills necessary to plIrCIIP a career) in the area of creating and maintaining living
environments.

c.

describe training requirements for jobs related to creating and maintaining optimum living environments.

determine 'alternatives for securing training needed for occupations in the area of living environments.

3
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Stotts completing SUGGESTED learning experiences should help th-enzie_wes realize course goals..

Tio#F.realiling course goals should help themselves realize program goaks Tr realizing program
goals should help themselves realize the distri6t goal: being' able to under sziolot the environmental
impact 5f.housing upon society and curturg When creating and managing a twat*. habitat.

To use the guide in developing a course, teachers .may 'find the following prow---smr- helpful.

1. Study program and course goals to determine whether they are amurrimriate for local use or
whether they need to be adapted.

Select appropriate program and course goals.'
ti

3. Develop appropriate performance indicators based on selected ,program and course goals,
student needs, abilities% experiences and interests.

4. Select appropriate learning experiences. A variety at all leveis of learning has been
included. Many (not an) experierrces have been listed in order oircomplexity, from least to
Jmore complex. Though teachers of younger or beginning students may wish to select
experiences from the beginning- of lists, they may choose other useful experiences farther
down, depending on the previous experiences students have had. Conversely, though
teachers of older or more advanced students may want to select experiences farther down
lists ,-they may find some near the beginning useful for review.

5. Identify appropriate resources. Though resources have, for the most part, been placed next
to experiences Where most applicable, teachers will also find general references placed at
the beginning of some sections, These may prove useful for several experiences in a section.
,Resources are numbered, and numbers are keyed to a resources section beginning on page

93.

6. Implement plans and assess student outcomes periodically. Among many methods which
may be used for assessment. indk/idlial teachers might want to use some of the following:

Pap and Pencil Tectc

Fscav tests'

Objective- tests supply or 'recall (e.g., completion, matching, multiple choice,
true/false, crossword puzzles)

Nontest Means

Observational devices (e.g., checklists, rating scales, scorecards)

Reporting forms (e.g project reports, activity reports and logs, questionnaires,
autobiographies and diaries, anecdotal records)

Audiovisual techniques (e.g., tape recordings, films, photographs, graphs)

Sociometric techniques (e.g., sociograms, social distance scales, socia sensitivity

techniques, role playing)

Conferences

10



GOAL -BASED PLANNING FOR. HOME ECONOMICS.

8.

Oregon manages K-12 instruction by means, of GOAL-BASED PLANNING (not compet ncy-based
education).

Goals.are guideposts. They serve to give purpose and direction to a planning activity. Goals prOvide
a common language for discussing the merits of various activities as those activities are carried out.

In home economics, just as in any other instructional program offered by an educational system, a'
sense of purpose .and direction is essential to good planning. -But what are these purposes and
directions? Where doalthey come from? Why should the home economics teacher be concerned?
These are questions tai be answered before effective planning of a home economics curriculum can
proceed,:

Each teacher must realize that planning a home economics curriculum cannot begin and end only in
a given classroom. It needs to he done with a sense of similar planning in other-classrooms and
districts within the state. .

The goals and goal-setting and competency-identification activities the Oregon Department of
Education prescribes provide clktricts a common- reference for the prining process. In goal-based
planning, teachers must consider four goals State Goals.for Oregon Learners, district goals, program
goali, course goals. .

STATE GOALS answer the question: What does ,the Departriient of Education think a student
should get out of public schooling anywhere in Oregon?

DISTRICT GOALS answer the question: What.do the local community and its schools think a
student ought to get out of lo'cal schooling and how is that to relate to State Goals?

PROGRAM GOALS answer the question. What do the local curriculum planners and lhome
economics teachers think a student'ought get out of home economics and how is that to relate to
District Goals?

COURSE' GOALS answer the question. What do the home economics. teacher,s think a student
ought to get out of Living Fnvironmentc and how is that to relate to Prograin Goals?

Where, then, does competency fit in goal-based planning'?

It fits as a separate but related design. It is 'merely' one of three graduation requirements. Districts
plan and evaluate instruction by means of GOALS, goals local districts themselvei. write. District
assess whether students get diplomas by means of COMPETENCY, CREDIT and ATTENDANCE,
requirements local districts themselves fix minimums for..

.t

COMPETENCY in Oregon, as probably across the nation, means being capable, fit. For students, it
means having demonstrated they can likely APPLY outside school what they've already learnedin
or out of.school. A competency in Oregon is merely a _local statement fixed as proof ALL students
will likely be able to do tomorrow outside school something the community has agreed' is worth
doing. It is a local statement cplling for APPLYING skills anal information -ACQUIRED from

: probably several courses (not just one*) . . or from perhaps no courses at all. It is a local stateme'rrt ,

ALL students must demonstrate.. If only SOME must say, .orily those who take Living
EnvironMentsthe statement is NOT a competency in OFegon.Waivers aside. ALL students must
demOnstPate ALL competencies.

Viewed, then, as two separate but related designs, goals and competenci4s may look like this

To do otherwise miry mean massive record - keeping chores for questionably narrow or shallow competencies.

5



P 1

program GOAL

P I

course GOAL

(P. 44/

oete .01
,e ec.- qe 0'P

leo 4".

440.0.-4,'Aeielt

For example, in home efonornics:
STATE GOALS FOR OREGON LEARNERS

p 8

F0 0,:4,4"

r

\ I

_J

DISTRICT GOAL

Students will understand the environmental
impact of housing upon society and culture
when creating and managing a livable,habitat.

PROGRAM GOAL
Thig student will be able to sum-
marize information needed to make
respgpsible consumer housing

decisions

Family
Member

4

t_r--.--
I t
L_J

UNIT GOALELEMENTARY
7-8

The student will be able to identify
housing types which meet the needs
of specific individuals and families.

_J

COURSE GOALSECONDARY
9-12

The student will be able to utilize
resource information in the selec-
tion.. use and care of household
equipment.

COMPETENCIES
J

The student is
able toYdentify
housing types
whirb meet the
need of specific
indiviudals and
families (perhaps
ro demonstrate being
an informed citizen
in interaction with
environment).

44,

'The tea sails goal is used at the elementary level in lieu of mune goat since elementarychases are generally not divided along the

high school course pattern.

The system of goals and competencies just described is designed to helci the teacher and program

specialist plan theirown home economics program. It promotes a framework for planning that May

be shared by all those doing similar planning.. It helps in planning for individual student goals and

interests, to be done.within the limits of available resources. It should not be used to limit what is

planned. Rather it should be used as a starting place.

The next five sections of this guide unfold SUGGESTED earning experiences as ways to realize 67

SUGGESTED course goals, fiye.SUGGESTED.program goals and one SUGGESTED district goal for

LIVING ENVIRONMENTS.
6
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, -
SUGGESTED. COURSE' GOAL The student will.O.able to id ify the essential ingredients in the environment

.that affect individual and family well-being. '41

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

4
Define the word "environment" as you a it personally. Compare your definition with those given by your 173
classmates and with those found in die aries and other referencg books. Formulate a comprehensive
definition of "environment" based on what ou learned.

'View slides of dwelling interiors, exteriors and surroundings contrasting "visual noise" and "planned
beauty."`Note the. difference in impact. identify the elements which account for the djfferences.

View Toward a Quality of Life. E.1,ng r

people.

Construct a visual (e.g., collage, drawing, .1. .1 , Caul i, gre ht t.
which affect one's perso?ial feelings (e.g., visi 1, t, ita ) Libel and pull
the bulletin board.

Arrange the classroom so that dam, 1,.dt,,, :1 trla ut noisy Of Madill
sound conditions. Tape record comments of ut iiviJ loc ni. litt.in to Eh,: tape and identi
factors to consider *heh vreating a flinctitmal r:livitonral

Crelafe a pictorial ItCU__Jge leplebelitilIS illt4,14.411,111J ..1 .. 1.1II, 144.441 4..ilvit.4qiii, 441 .A.4 4,441141W:6 4.11,,G piesettie

compile lists of components thought ttecessaly ft,1 a ik Ilal.,.11al Lin irtinineill (,. g use of Space, mode i
transportation, production of water and food mt..; ul ell) Compaie geiterated lists.

Wor ng biAoups of fun' ,,, it, ,1,,,i,,t t.i, it ; 'dipn.1,, 1,1 the ..1.441t aaaaaaa 4.1.1 Iii.414 43114..4,4 utalvidt,

and family 'On-being. React tt, statements st,,..11 et,.

Separation of I. uu v, 11, . IS. 1,. .tkii.so I I II.. il. 4/.3 111.11,14 .oit 1,11411611h. 14,

indifferen.;e, a11%1 hi i %)1 the youngill bett s,:ginents t.1
society. -

excess noise not ..It. t it, 1.411. it pia) d.s1i.4b4..

unborn cuild,d11
OVWCIOWded homes d , ,..,,itt) ,t (44 614 44.41.11 IL., I.

to fulfill this need
Iltere Is a thteshuld bi., .1 1., . tesula..

cunttol the vSay lel c; I lh 1, , a: a 11 Itiad effect . n 341.iti
buildings Cali be ,t,i a,

it the need to be 111 t, ..1 1, .1 .1.

VIL,1 1116

%;Oliftiai011 del .111,

unpolluted tud.1141 te

\'1,.4 (-Ill.:5 Lind L L ,

Choit r 111 NILLIalori) 1,1 ill

11: I ...ill. I all 4...
(IA 4.itfi I AI {:o blent

: 1. ..1 liz,

i

.414, ...1,11 .1

. 1,,.. las1111-1 11 wa.

.1 .1 ki I I I VI I .111 1
IS

.t.

59

283
121
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Witte a short paragraph or entence beginning with 'one of the following sentences:

' My room makes me feel ....
My home gives me .the feeling of ....
My neighborhood develops feelings of .

Include a specific description of those environmental factors gesponsible for the feelings you have. Share

examples in class.

In small groups; conduct a survey in sa specific section of your community. Investigate factors,stich as why

you choose to live there And how well your home and its location meet your needs. Report findings in class.



SUGGESTED COURSE 'GOAL The ,,student will be able to describe aesthetic qualities in living environments.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

4

View "What 1.511eausfi?" in Homes Are for People. Complete the individual worksheet included.*As'a class, 92
discuss questions pre nted on the worksheet and in the filmstrip, 164

F or one day, keep a diary .of the feeling each of your classrooms gives you. Analyze why you fee l as you
do, taking into ccinsideration factbrs such as texture, sound, color and odor. Compare feelings with others
in class.

Using a notebook or jouilial li .

look tthrOUgh during a day. In hill
unpleasant, and reasons for y juagniciii

Take a field trip through tI D.

features which specifically Make tae Ntril ,

quality of the natural environment!

II .1

I, .! I 1

Plan a picture-taking 1, . .1

contribute to- the aesthetic quality Of 014;:3 It! 4, I . 111 I 1 I

the pictures. Share the pictures and stitunall.:e I it: thd14 :11

View a series u. I 1,1 . 11 1,.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will he able u) describe the impact ofsurrounclitg,s ortjndividudls
and groups.\ -\ .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RSOURCES

!Invite a c it engineer or an urban planner to discuss the importance of surroundings on individuals and

groups. Formulate specific qtrestion to ask the speakers before they arrive. Summarize whfit you learned.

T.
j i .

Listen to popular records on h. using and the surrounding environment, Summarize the feelings expressed. 286 7-4-

Discuss whether you agree or disagree. 287

Describe your faroilly. (e.g., members. occupations, ages. needs.4wants) and compact the effects different e 279
. 1

living environrnertts (e.,, "di .f.,"^-

classmates.

Identity tu,tuts
temperature, climate :0;

Visit
individual al.d III

. i9:64. I. . . "la. . a; ,L11 1

t. I h II it, I .{ ,.111

hall) I.:' Ill. It Ills :.11,;, I ; 1.I II .. \\ It.. .
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4

Partition off the classroom into A very small room for everyohe to "huddle." Secluded from windows or
natural light, complete an assignment with everyone very close for a period of time. Beast to working in a
tight space. Describe feelings.

Visit similar home styles in an urban area. a suburban area and a rural area. Des-cribe feelings which evolve 96

from each area and relate how feelings change when surroundings change.

Invite 'guest speakers 4o discuss the effect a recentj,move to a new community has had on their emotional
and social well-being. Discuss the relationship between one's surrrndings and one's feeling of well-being.

&.
As a' class, list structdral 4tvIronnients other than home (e.g., dormitory, nursing home, jail, city hall).
Interview persons connected with those environments.to determine the impact they have on individuals.
Summarize reactions. Brainstorm ways to improve surroundings of various environments.

. From magazines; collect picture3 v !.

areas, beaches, ghettos). Describ the re :II

people.

Show slides or a CullIffitilln) ) t.

. community from each direct!
people from the things you RAIL

7 IA. I

I ilt . '11:

Invite an official trout the Pa,I,..
you community. Detetinitic the ul 1.1,,,,t,

(.tI ICA 1111t) , ,,,,, . .//..
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gUG 9EFED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify structures planned in harmony with the
natural environment.

LEARNING, EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Invite an architect to discuss how different hclising sites call for different types of structures. Summdrize 12

what ygu learned.

View fiTr'slides of structures designed by Frank Lloyd Wright. Discliss his philosophy of architecture and 32

how it relates to the aesthetic quality of one's living environment. Compare his work with that
characteristic of the majority of homes ajsting today.

After viewing pictures of iirturg rm.." irt-ntif, licpci natural

resources to create dwellings Allyn chic but I w I n S. nis If t f; .

materials affect housing style in:. ty pe

1.31111 cape aldsA!,,,l aloCIISb 11 I ;opt ti.kg I ,,

two houses, one (vith i A la' tit>... 1:,1 id. If cid L I:

landscaping vvitik.hAot,Id tpic d hal 1.4 ,1 del weLli Iwilbc 41411110 511 1.11111113 tV111

Cleate3.1 b) (!'111 3 I S11111 ( V 111 1 ,J131t ,,,1 I ha,lu i. Jititii 13 at...I 6,;,,,9
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SUGGESTED COURSE Go Ap The studeni will IL able to identify housing and other structures .as
modifications o f the eny;ronme..nt.

i'.

.1 .-

I
4pr

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

, Aftervipwing a variety of pictures s

RE SO UR CES

owing various types of housirig structures, di'scuh ways people have 158
worked with and against nature isl roviding housing. Placepictures on the bulletin board to illustfate
lexamples. s---

k`k;
tl

V

Invite a member of the Highway Commissio n to discuss criteria-used to ,fletermijie
whethe01.1

r to build a new
highway, expand a road or put up l billboard. Discuss how these modifications affect environmental'
quality. Obtain pictures of several freeway systems. Identify Lt ose harmonious with the surroundings ind
those not. Ma l; sugmtiot

Observe advertising aloe gliki:
not. Make suggestions for imp

(.,114.:,..l pl....(IIR:b bliuWing lit,. ..., .111 . ;

1900 and tod y an empty I. ii,, W.: ,,, : .

with 4 fence dell a nei6.11t..,i11 1/1I I.C.1 H1

ntottified by ,,d lessing the puiotiv,. I. 1 Il1E0.1

Identify thc it, ed Li. .111,
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1, I
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SUGGESTED COURSE ',GOAL . The student will be able to rdlate selected historictil and contemporary designs

. to the environment." , -,.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Plan a field trip to hiskirical sites such as McLoughlin House, Orey,,,, 'ity; Bush kloUse, Salem; Pittock ' 32

Mansion, Portland; Jacksonville; Champoeg Park; Fort Clatsop; any 0 contemporary houSing such as 190

harbonneau, Wilsonville; solar heated home, Bend., Mountain Park. Lake Oswego. Compare historical
designs wi$h contemporary designs in relation to the environment.

RESOURCES

r . ,.\ Identify elements characteristic of varions. historical and contemporary striictu4I- designs (these may be 141

European,r American or of whet. origin). Locate ,examples of them in the comniunity or in bop and I87 \

magaiines and discuss liklA iii n i , ft.:. ,

After viewing a series of,sli Jes . ILI . Iii,

discuss how these changes h'ilvi: i.hi Hill i i iii , I

lave -affected the environment.
. w

After viewing HotiK Life of it,. 1-, l I .

design was inflnenceti by the geuglapili., , I 1i1, , mil I, I I l'i

pictures of contenipoiary 110.11CS ill vat /, . ; ,,.i./ 3 . tile 1)0111.. ... /

pesent day styles

;I I. I 173

1 4r,

4)31/4t3 IllLZSiis. iis nss 1, ttl. I.3 dWC)11.16:, . , .1/

101 the awelling Idessiity a ,ontesssiss,i.s, si, s lis y s 1111.1 si As l ref J.; .1i

die ielatuniship between mut 4.ssilizissIss,. a I I, ,I 1s ..t.s .1 lb,. ass All 1 111p... t

des,iptions In class.

View titsing a 614 I 1

clan8es in housing .i s..tr . I, s is 1.1/.". I I



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL

.4'

The student will be able to detei-mine ways the environment affects housing
and is likely to affect housing in the 'future 4,

RESOURCESLEARNING EXPERIENCES

%

Read Chapter 1 in The Home: IA Furnishmgs and Equipment.
occur in the futtre and predict their effects on housing.

Read curren( books or arlicle(;) by sociologists or populatio
Share youF qngings in class..

Discuss environmental changes likely to 23

Complete the neighborhood nwaren-F- Ft.---to
environment and effects of ehtlitgzsi,

List factors in the environment wt,icl ply :

land, energy, water). Collect and asierr uh At: ii.i;
effects on housing. Report on at least one Iva!,

perts dealing with the future Of housing. 126

n Ern n .snort in rata t to t As* ssre. -r

II ail Iecl t I,

I I III ;tiger I .1 r,

I 11;: dif1k,11:41,:e., L hi) Ii, E u(11 st
o

Study an environmental pi ublem etch as ;Atomic i, (1.1.ltulott
species, energy conservation developments in the alto ,iv, industry, rarision of 1,u; Arril,e.le

International Airport, gasoline rationing, how to "energy your home nits.; transp. ttation
noise pollution, off-shore oil drilling, population control al,k1 ovotpupulatii) preservation of Nvilde,th;ics;
areas, recycling trash, sewage treatment plants, smug d..v.ces, solar en\r; Id for home use, Slipelb01111
airplanes, the food chain, the politics of pollution, ,tandali..m, world food shah tag,:s. illustrate how tin
problem might affect housing Share findings in class

Estimate .1,1 t.ornpen, th, am, ..1 ri,. Aim& t,i
housing structures (e.i, mult,farral) th ..ost ht (ism is it relates to out
ever-shrinking environnic.nt (c g florin tvyt.hity ycLin ago tt, twenty yc,.ls in the \awe). PtCdl,a toil
supplies.of natirral resoul,,cL al,, Ili zly R. IIItI lIcn.c lllc tutu, ,hala,:tet A holibliio.

1.17



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL

o

.The student will be abletojidentify -art principles that form the basis of all
design (e.g., harmony,. rhythm, prdportiorl, balance, emphasis).

Alp

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

List the types of rhythm. Identify the types of rhythm in various rooms shown in Homes With Chardcter or 12

other books. , ,

,
Compare pictures that have different centers of interest. dentify the type of emphasis shown in eaCh.(e.g., 33

rug, painting, window, fireplace). * ,

Beginning with a transparency of an empty room, use overlays to add e piece of furn- iture.at a time. As

each piece of fumituil: s itad il I (I I ; I; 1, r
_ .

for choices.

In small giuups, develop lair lz I lu ., tol

display best illustrates 11,11.101: , o; I. ct,

Cul %mil foul of liv.. ,
rhythm itild emphasis D,, uss I., A, , 11

4.113,C11

111111111k,11), &WIC ICaUll.3 II, La:

4./133.11 311f1CIL.111

thc. b..sis 1.... lit
lial,mmy 111 1,.ask

1,1 II I

t. wire . 411,1 I. ./

each. Mal a list t,t 44 /3 du; )311 I, I. ; . I, I . JI11,1.1 uJ

4t,

lc.I11,11 1

Share void work ill

I all .. h II .." .3.. ,II 1 I . ,1.. I,,

sulall et Iii I Ill 4i it ,JI.: 1

choscli .11331 sJget; .4 I .4 %. 11,311 Iii Lipp

(hie:. 4

ra1,E,C4110411
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be' able to identt y the elements of design used in creating
lunctional e tronntents (e.g., line, form, texture. spgre. color).

LEARNING XPERIENCES RESOURCES

.

Define the terms "texture" and."fine." View Textur. or Discovering Texture and Discovering L ne. Discuss 238
the feelings derived from concentrating °ime element. f design. 213

it

Bring examples of textures. to class: Discuss types of textures and how they may be used effectively in 214
deborating. Bring an object from nature with a definite to ture. In small groups; assemble mobiles using the '45,
natural textures. Discuss the differences in the objects erea edC. ;

View Line or A Line is a .! ite II a ri
1 il ., 1.1

(e.g., vertical, holizontal, t: ivQd, diag 1:, , 1 LH Il :t ,t1; I ,. . i I

responses.

Select example) U diffeiew typl!s ui I. . .14 . 1 1 . It ig, Ili" . i

name ,:xamples a the' halal:ix fill aishi.ir,:. 1.. II el, 6,4, iiii, 4.,.11 ) e. I

,i1111.1. ,I ,.,. I
ty , biView (list:over/as i'LlrIft ill i4ii, 1 ,..16 11,1 .. .,.. .i I .111,-,, q.1. t, . I,., , , It ,, . , I: 1

,,
form: natural design, cJnventiottalt,;,1 11,:.,11 , iotact .1,516i1 anj-t ::u.1,. NI LIN. 1 II. 45hal.; ,c,iglit It; i i.id

t
discussithe effect or.Ji in eleAti,,E, ,, ti..,..tiL ,,al ,,,,,i,,,i,..ut t

V1CW 11,.1 11t/1
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SUGQESTED COURSE GOAL . The student will be abljto determine differing uses of design elements aid art
principles in organising interior space.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES ,,S61JRCES

a

.7kfter studying design elemen'ts and art drawraw illustrations of good and vorouse of each or find 187

pictures of interiors or exteriors which illustrate good ur poor usage. Share examples in class. 12

Using your own room or another, evaluate the use of the elements and principles of design in its Creation. 31

Summarize, orally or in writing, the ways in which the elements and principles were used togood advantage
and the ways in which they could be used to improve both the aesthetic quality and funs ion of the space.

) 1311 otlil.
11, 0401

11.114
c.oreilobs, tai I (,

wet.; used ill lot

Or so .0.1
of dealgii .111"
da.,ofafcI the lilt .

doalt;i. ctcultul I
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to design interior and erterior environments asing the
desigaelements and art principles.

LEARNING ,fl'ERIENCES RESOURCES.

. . ,.
Invite an interior decora4r to.discuss how he or she works with a client in designingirdeticik4nir ironments. 31
Develip a list of steps biased on what you.,learned. Follow these stein in deSigniq a family or living room.

designs in terms ofhow effikiently and suitably design elements and art principles Were iised. .
i --I, -\

After visiting an,indoor-plant store, select a ropm to decorate with plants. Keeping the design elements and 110
' at./' principles in mind, illustrate how yogi would go about using plants and plant accessories to decorate

your selected room. Share phincin class'.''
,

,,
S,!liven a dollar amount, select fuillishi,rig; f..i i l' ;

a a guide. Qisplay selections as a qoliageand s :II .; I ,.

Design and color a luoin 4)(c.,.11-1( 1,4,1 . ,1

structural features, painted wan ,IcSignS t !' I :11I

art prieciples incurpuiated

Using a wuii, 1.1 at I, .

Include a dta,a iptiuu uf I Le

selections

,,.(
interior destgii if a home . ,

L T.
I .1 WI 1 1 Hai/ Y01.1(

(Avon a 31.i14.1) 14..b. i"b .1

the ardprinciples acid its II th:".1 11,, I I r,. ;it. ,v4. 1. IIiiS

1.11V44 pl,11.:b .I I .1.. I ..

Suggest amrsk,,r 1 _Mph.% ;1-1113

I

4
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10 4

!

SUGG1c$TE0
PROGRAMGOAL,

: -
The ,studeht 'will 6e able 'to-use ICnowletlge of human n eeds. and furictions."Of

- homes to create optimum livingenvironrnents.

-vt

Classroom' teachers Should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns, changing
societal' and environmental issues. and new 'discoveries that may influence
inf6rmation.and technology'.

23



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify individUal needs (sofa!, emotional,
intellectual, ecOnomical, phy,sical) that can be met through functional housing
and* home furnishings.

LEARNING EtrERIENCE4 RESOURCES

'
Debate the mewling of the; terms "house ". and "home." Discuss the essential ingredients of each and how 150
each meets human needs.

View the filmstrips in Homes Are. for Peortle. List the physical, psychological and social needs depicted. 92
Discuss the role of housing in meeting these needs. t 136

,After viewing a ,transparency of Maslow's hierarchy of heeds, discuss how those needs can be met through. lop
various types of housing and home furnishings. View the slide series from The Home: An Environment for
Human Growth. .Relate to Maslow's hierarchy of needs.

Discuss the-terms "stress" and "adaption" intrelation to housing (e.g., What is the relationship between the 188
"physical hOme environment and need for adaptation? How can understanding "stress" in relation to tte 73 .

physical home environment help protect an individual against the need for adaption?). Give specific 4

examples to illustrate your feelings.

Create 'a bulletin board titled:"Home Is Happiness When .. , '." Display pictures of individuals in various 33
living situations and statements each might make about their home environments. Discuss the individual 59
needs met in each living situation.

Make 'a collage depicting a variety of human needs (e.g., food, rest, social interaction, recreation, safety). 102
, :Maw examples of functional structural designs and home furnishings that Would allow identified needs to 139

sbegatighed. Share and discuss collages in class. 128
10!,"

Describe visits to the homes of two families or individuals, one when you felt at home and comfortable and 104
one when you felt ill at ease,Analyze the two situations from a housing and home furnishings perspective 160
to determine why y'ou felt differently.

, .

Working in small groups, select an individual at a specific stage in the life cycle (e.g., grandmother, small
child, college student). Project their activities and their physical, psychological and sociological needs.
Analyze housing needs in relation to each. Share,findings in a class discussion.

View A Good House for All Who Care. Write a short essay describing how a home Sand its furnishings-can 254.
meet various needs of individuals and-families. Focus on one or more of the following needs: social,

, emotional, intellectual, economic and physical. Share papers in class.

List the specific needs, of the individuals in your family, considering factors such as age personality,
employment, activities and time schedules. Determine which needs are being met in your urrent housing
situatiim and specify changes that could be made to meet additional needs.

Analyze various areas in a living environment and list the activities family members carry out in them.
Determine furnishing needs and then describe how furnitu ;e could be arranged so the areas are aesthetically
pleasing yet still suited to individual and family needs.

Visit a preschool, kindergarten or senior citizen center and ob'serve settings, furnishings aneNuipment
present. Identify the needs of individuals in each environment and how.they 'are being met. Brainstorm
ways conventional furnishings and equipment could be adapted to meet individual needs.

Investigate provisions necessary to meet individual needs in a group living situation consisting bf unrelated 117
. people (e.g., prisons, fraternities/sororities, communes, cooperatives). Share findings in class.

Visit a high-ri blic housing project, low-income housing project, retirement community, orphanage or
college dormit . Interview residents and an administrator to learn about the design and function of the
facility; the purpose, problems and policies of the facility; and .the individual needs being met. Siimmarize
what you learned.

25 .



:
Simultte several situations which illustrate the special needs of the elderly and theihandicacped (e:g., move

about in d wheelchaii, walk around blindfolded, tie two pr more fingers together or aim behind sack and

complete a simple task): Discuss the problems encountered and brainstorm ideas for 'flaking hoiising and
;,dome furnishings more functional in relatioti to the needs observed.'

/11

Visit a home designed or altered for a handicapped family member. Observe and record ways in which 117

special needs are. met (e.g., layout and structure of the house, kitchen work space, storage areas; bathroom

facilities, furniture arrangement). Share ideas gained in a class discussion.

Visit several structures in your local community and evaluate the extent to which each has provided' for

handicapped people. Communicate suggestions for improvement to appropriate individuals (e.g., the
presidentof a local college, the principal of your school, the mayor of your city).

II
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to determine the role of values in creating functional
environmen ts.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

anplete the activity wfwenty,Thingt.l Love to Do." Discuss how personal preferences relate to housing
choices and feelings of comfort in a home.

Discuss the meaning of "values." Describe in writing the values you would like your home to represent. 223
Find pictures of a home and furnishings that would reflect those values. Share with your classmates. View
Housing and Your Values. Discuss the role of values in determining housing needs.

Complete several unfinished sentences related to values and their effect on housing choices (e.g., The thing-1 122
would look for first when selecting a home is . . . . The thing I likepto 'do best in my home is .... My 59
favorite place at home is ) Discuss responses and then analyze how responses relate to one's personal

, values.

.Given a list of values associated with living environments (e.g., family, privacy, beauty, security), rank in
Order of personal preference. Share rankings in class and,.' discuss how and why priorities differ among

Using pictures, words, ,phrases or drawings, develop a coat of arms illustrating your personal values related
to a home and functi al living enVironment. Share coats of arms by posting around the room.

Write a short essay describing how your bedroom and larger living environment reflect your personality,
favorite pastimes, values and attitudes. Compare ideas in a class discussion.

. .

Review stages in the family life cycle and discuss values individual family members might have at each stage. 120
Find pictures illustrating' housing environments that reflect the values of individuals at various stages of the
life cycle.

Assume you are moving to an apartment that has only a refrigerator and range. Determine the'first three
pieces of furniture you would purchase and explain why. Describe how your values entered into your
decision and how they might vary if you were at a different stage of the,life cycle.

View several television pjograms that show individuals or families at home. Jot down how their living
environments reflect their values. Discuss in clay

Read several case studies describing individuals from different geographiciocations. Analyze tlIllklues of
the persbns in the case studies and indicate how their housing situations reflect their values. Share eas in a
class discussion.'

Investigate the technological advances that have afTected housing trends. Analyze their effects on human
values and housing choices and the conflicts which have resulted. Share findings in class.

27
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SUGGESTED, COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify lifestyles that affect !lousing choices.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Lifestyles: Options for Living. Discuss how one's lifeityle affects one's choice of housing. 268 .,

List activities carried out in your home environment thaf represent your family's lifestyle (e.g., hobbies,. 32
entertaining, recreation, meal patterns). Explain the relationship between tlfe design of your home and your 102 41k

family's lifestyle or activities.

List thee major 'componentof your lifestyle (e.g., family=size, function; healthenergy level, eating,

resting, personal habits, -.general condition; recreationsports, hobbies,' social activities; personal

patternsMends, use of free time, values; financesincome, spending, saving; occupationsschool, job).
Relate these components to your choice of housing, furnishings and neighborhood.

Interview individuals Jepresenting different lifestyles. Identify their housing needs and possible housing
alternatives, as well as reasons for making present housing choices. Share findings in class and compare

differences discovered.

Given a case study of a family or individual with a'particular lifestyle (e.g., retired person, newlyweds,
Wader, farmer), design a structure or select floor plans that would be appropriate for their housing needs.

Identify fac,rs that might affect their choice of housing. Make a- list of other structures that might be
alternative housing choices. Identify ways in which a given structure could be remodeled to meet housing

needs.

Investigate the lifestyles of. individuals and families from different geographical locations, ethnic 137 ,

backgrounds and economic groups. Report findings regarding the effects their lifestyles have on their
housing needs and choices.

Using information regarding social and economic trends in Oregon, list changes that have had an, influenA
on family housing. Working in groups, prepare reports describing how these changes have affected housing
in various communities (e.g., drought in Oregon).

Read about the "log cabin renaissance' and other new trends in dousing. Discuss advantages, disadvantages, 175

and costs of each trend, and show the relationship to individual lifestyles. 124
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify cultural factors that influence .housing

choices.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Brainstorm examples of cultural factors that. influence housing needs, values and choices (e.g., ethnic 139
background,. region). Investigate your family's genealogy by talking with parents, grandparents and other 90
relatives. Identify major cultural background and list traditional events, customs, costumes and other items 21

that represent it: Identify how these have added to the permanent or temporary decor/furnishings/structure
of your home. Explain the background for these family traditions. Create a visual account (e.g., picture,
wall hanging, weaving) depicting one aspect of a housing/furnishing item typical of your cultural
background. Perhaps bring au object from home which represents a cultural value to your family (e.g., lotus

. cup, lace tablecloth', quilt). Tell why it has worth to you or your family.

View Food, Clothing, and Shelter in Three Environments. Discuss the three living environments depicted 218
and reasons for the differences among them. Summarize what you learned about cultural factors which
influence ho usi n'g choices.

As --a class define -and -give examples of "ethnic idiosyncrasies" that affect housing choices. Discuss how 169 .

values influence the perspective 'from which these idiosyncrasies are viewed. interview an individual from p 170
Cultural background different from your own. Determine the cultural factors which may have influenced
his or her housing, furnishing and decorating choices.

Prepare a mural showing the types of housing characteristic of different groups of people in he United
States. Discuss how cultural factors have influenced their choices.

Invite, students or faculty that have traveled or lived in foreign countries to present inforn+atioh and visuals
illustrating the cultural factors.which have influenced housing choices in those countries.

View pictures f types of housing commonly found in various foreign countries. Investiga e the cultural
factors w t account for differences in space provided for various uses (e.g., cooking, e ting, sleeping,
storage) and differences in overall design. Share your findings in class.

Debate the importance of television as a cultural factor that shapes one's ideas about housing. Discuss the
promotion of cultural values through television of such housing patterns as single-family vs. multiple-family
housing and traditionally-styled vs. contemporary-styled .furnishings. Discuss the effect on people's choice
of housing..

Study the housing of a- particular culture in terms of style, materials' used, location and usage, taking into
consideration family and community life patterns, ethnic origins and relgious practices. Share findings in
class. Invite sevtral persons with different cultural backgrounds to discA'how their traditions are reflected
in housing and furnishing decisions. Visit a community dominated by one particular cultural group (e.g.,
Russian or Italian community, Indian reservation). Identify the ways in which structure, style and choices
in housing have been influenced by cultural factors in this community. Summarize what you learned and
compare with information gained through study.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL ! The,student will be able to adapt housing and furnishings to fit individual ana
family needs throughout the life cycle.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Conduct a school or community surrey regarding the Special housing problems of young people (e.g., junior 23

A
high, high school, single young adults, young marrieds). Suggest possible ways in which housing and
furnishings could be adapted to solve these problems..

Identify furnishing/accessory items available in'your home that could be recycled or adapted to firthe2 17

needs of persons in another stage of the life cycle. Complete a recycling/adaptation project in class.
.1

view a pie-shaped chart illustrating stages of the family life cycle.'Discuss how stages in the cycle may
overlap. Relate the stages to housing and furnishing needs by connecting stages of the life cycle to pictures
showing characteristics,of those stages which may affect family housing needs.

Inviter a panerof representatives from various life stages (e.g., single career person, single parent,
middle-aged v'idowed perspn, divorced person remarried, married couple with no children, married couple
with children, retired couple) to discuss the type of housing each would choose for a particular stage and

position in life. Identify changes in lifestyle typical of an average individuaras she or he moves through the

. family life cycle. Describe furnishings that could continue to meet the individual's needs through many
° stages.

Select pictures from magazines of housing types and furnishings that might me the needs of individuals
and families at various stages of the life cycle. Create a bulletin board illustratin dings.

Visit a furniture store to investigate multi-use furniture. Discuss ways pieces identified can be adapted to fit
the needs of individuals at different stages of the life cycle. Brainstorm ways to use available furnishings for

othei- than the intended purpose.

Collect pictures of renovated or remodeled housing structures. Describe problems the renovations helped

solve and identify the specific individual and fyil. needs satisfied by the changes.

Given case studies of individuals at various stages of life cycle, identify alternatives for housing and
furnishings available to each. List the advantages and disadvantages of each housing option (e.g.,' mobile

home, town house, apartment, nursing home, individual house) and furnishing alternative (e.g., buying new,

renting, renovating) for each family group studied.

Review ,floor plans in magazines, texts or other books. Locate and draw one plan which would meet the

present needs of a newlywed couple but which could also be adapted later .to meet the needs of an
expanding family.,Show,changes on the drawinglhat could be made to meet additional space needs. Discuss

changes in housing needs in the late& years.and indicate 'adaptations tllat, could be made in the plan during

the "empty nest" stage of the family life cycle.

Investigate and report on different types of housing availlble for the aged, (e.g., nursing homes,
adult-housing complexes, senior citizen-home additions). Discuss advantages and disadvantages of each for

meeting individual and family needs.

r
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify period architectural styles which are a

110
creative and aesthetic influence on housing and the environment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

J.View pictures/slides of period architectural styles. Using' a local city map, investigate specific areas to 12
determine the general architectural styles used in each. Interview a sampling of individuals in each area to 32
determine the general makeup of the neighborhoods and attitudes toward the different living environments.
Code areas to show regional architectural styles and makeup of the neighborhoods. Discuss feelings
inhabitants of the different neighborhoods associate with various'architecturalstyles.

Take pictures of period architectural styles represented by housing structures in your community. Create a,
bulletin board that illustiptes the various styles.

Visit a local historical building. Discuss architectural style, features that represent the architectural period
and factors thg.influenceci the period architecture.

1g)
Collect pictures of different architectural styles. Mount pictures to create flash caids. In Vila!l groups, use
the dards to review architectural styles. Make the activity more complicated by matching pictures to
characteristics of the various styles.

View' Architecture: Why Man Builds. Discuss change,s in architectural styles through history and possible 119
reasons for the changes. Sketch an architectural style that would meet present needs, preferences, tastes and
lifestyle, combining ideas from various architectural periods. Explain reasons for choices and combinations.

3I
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify historical events that have influenced the
development of housing.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Take a walking tour through the local community or view Atherica. Identify types of houses built during 198

specific tithes (e.g., the 1920s, WW 11, 1950s,"1970s). Discuss differences observed and probable reasons for
them.

List major events in American history. Investigate and report findings regarding the availability of housinv .12
types and styles of housing, and materials used in building during important historiceperiods (e.g., early Q°
settlers, World Wars I and II, 1930s). Discuss reasons for the changes in housing throughout these periods:

View Housing a Growing America. Discuss the changes that have taken place in housing, reasons for the 222
changes and historical events that led to the changes.

. Invite a guest speaker from a local antique store or hist4tal society to show and discuss furnishings that '178
represent various periods of history. 'Summarize reasons fer changes in style, materials used and types of

-objects utilized,
-,.. .

Visit a local museum. Identify furniture, housing and cothmunity settings associated with specific periods 153

.- of history. Surrimarize characteristics of housing whidh can be associated with historical events.

Collect pictures of historical events and various types and styles of housing..Display on bulletin board to 4%195
illustrate the housing structures associated with historical events. Discuss reasons arious types of
structures, designs and building materials were used.

1

Study the work of an architect or investigate a particular architectural style. Analyze the historical events 175

o, , that influencedlthe housing structures produced. Report your findings in class. 21

I 1
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;UGgESTED COURSE GOAL The student 01 be able to determine technological advances that have
influenced the nciture and quality of living environment

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Define "ecosystem." Brainstorm examples of recent technological advances and discuss the positivo.and
negative effects that technology has had on our ecosystem. Predict their effect on housinwin the future.

List newly developed small appliances and labor-saving devices. Investigate and report findings regarding the
technological advances involved 0 the development of each. Discuss The effects on the homemaker, the
family and the environment.

. .
Invite a home builder cer a cabinetmaker to diwuss the effects that technological advances and
environmental changes have h *cl on the quality yrhome construction and building materials. Discuss
possible future effects ology.

Visit a mobile home or modular home factory. Discuss how technological advances have affected
craftsmanship and the use of ding materials and how these changes have influenced the nature and

-quality of living environmen . Debate the possible effects on home owners. ; _ -

Invite a panel of set4or citizens to discuss how technological changes have influenced the nature and quality
of their personal living environments over time. Summarize what youed.

Watch several television programs depictipg life in different historical periods. List technological advances
made since those time periods. Summarize the influences they have had on the nature and quality of living
environments.

Investigate ancrieport findings on the technological advances made during a given period of history between
the 1700s and today. Explain the developments resulting from the advances, possible reasons' for the
changes, effects on the population and environment of that time period, and effects which ate still with us
today.
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UGGESTED COURSE GOAL .
The student will "be able to identify past and present trends in designing and
furnishing interior and exterior space.

ta.

. LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Invite an architect to discuss the role of architects in influencing past and present trends. in the 'design of '5

interior and exterior space. Select an architect whose work has received recognition in the past or one
whose work is promine% today. Study the characteristics of their work and desdribe how it has influenced
'present trends in the de* Of interior and exterior space. Share findings in class. !.

Refer to the book: Handmade Houses:. A Guide to the'Woodbutcher's Art. Discuss recent trends in housing 124.

which have resulted from the need or desire to do one's own building. .

Invite an interior designer to discuss the history of interior design including changes that have occurred over
time, factors responsible for the changes and current trends in interior design. Summarize what you learned.

. ,

Invite a.local craftsman to discuss present trends in deigning fumistings for home interiors. Discuss factors 192

sucI as'available materials, current lifestyles and mobility on his or her designs.. 18

. - -

Visit a local furniture or department store and identify types of contemporary furniture displayed. 137

Summarize trends apparent i1 the typesof furnishings being marketed today.
.. "I.

Visit your school or localliJublic library to find old books and back issues of magazines dealing with aspects 101

of housing design and furnishings. After viewing several pictures of period furnishing styles and the interiors 133

in which they were used, discuss the influence they have had on furnishings and, interior designs found in , 64. \
many home's today. Sumniarize the characteristics and past 'trends discovered.

v, . ,

Select 'five historical furniture styles (e.g., Jacobean, William and Mary, Queen Anne, Chippendale) and
,describe the,woods, design lines, ornamentation, distinct features and history-of each. Discuss reasons each
characteristic is prevalent in the various styles. ,

/ f
il

r
Visit a museum to view items used in the past to furnish interior spate. Summarize' how characteristiCs of 267 -

these items are incorporate in contemporary furnishings.

Develop a portfolio that includes pictures of period and contemporary furnishings and accessories. Illustrate 50

historical adaptations as well as strictly modern designs'. Include samples of fabrics and woods, if possible.
,-,

Study period furniture styles in relation ill the historical erasin which they were produced. Discuss how
Various period styles are often combined today with more modern-tumishings and accessories to.,create a

desikedtuteriolook. \.
,...

Collect and mount pictures from magazines of historical and contemporary furniture styles. Use as flash \
cards for a'review game.

View slides or pictu res of various room settings showing both traditional and contemporary emphasis.
Identify and discuss furniture styles, decorating approaches, and combinations of furnishings and
accessories used in each room setting.

Collect pictures of the homes in which members of your extended family have lived in the past. View A 196

Film Hi.tory -of American Furniture or visit new and older homes or apartment buildings. Using your
piaurd and other information gained, Summarize past and present trends in structural design and use of

various furnishings and accessories. 4
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify types of furnishings and accessories
available for designing interior space.

,LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Prepare. a bulletin board showing various uses of textiles in the home. G they samples of textiles. Discuss 12

innovatiye ideas and factors to consider when seleoting home textile prods ts.

Given one or more items not c'ommonly thought of as furnishings (e.g., a crate, trunk, boards, bricks)- 30
describe possible ways the .item(s) could be used for furnishing an interior space.

Brainstorm the many types of accessories that can be created at home. Identify your personal accessory 5

. need and preferences and then, keeping in mind your present living space (entire home, a selected room, 25
your own bedroom), select pictures of an accessory you would like and that would be appropriate. Explain 3
why the selection was made and indicate two other possible options. Create an accessory to be Used in your
personal living space.

V' it a secondhand store to observe types cif furnishings which could be renovated or restored. Study and 76'
ddnonstrate various methods of renovating or restoring furnishings. Select an item and renovate or restore
it. In'class, discuss the possible experises/savings which could result from restoring or renovating.

Invite an antique dealer to discuss the use of antique furnishings and accessories in decorating interior
space. Determine ways one can recognize items as being "antique."

Invite a representative from a sterecr shop to discuss the possiblities of using sound in creating a desired
interior atmosphere. Summarize what you learned regarding cost, equipment available, advantages and
disadvantages.

Invite a representative from a drapery store to discuss'the types of window treatments which can be used in 79
designing interior space and the visual effect each can produce. Using magazines, develop a portfolio of
pictures illustrating types of window treatments which you find pleasing. Arrange them under the headings
of curtains and draperies, strutters and blinds, and window shades.

Prepare a mural Showing a room interior without windoW treatments. Show various possibilities for window
treatments by placing cutouts of drapes, curtains, window shades and blinds over windows in the room.
Analyze the effects of various treatments, colors, designs and textures on the room's appearance.

'Invite a guest speaker from. a, local plant//kwer shop; to discuss the use of hopseplants as room accessories.
Find out about the types available, care required and effects pOssible..Summarize the majp points cotrered.

After studying the principles of flower arranging, invite a member of a local garden club to demonstrate
flower arranging. Working in groups, create several arrangements. Summarize the principles you used.

Discuss the use of 'terrariums as room accessories and investigate factors to consider in building them (e.g.,
containers, soil, combination of plants). Summarize your findings and construct a te,rrarium using the
information collected.

Collect pictures showing different types and uses of lighting in interior spaces. Discuss natural and artificial 55

lighting, lighting fixtures, and the need for lighting in various locations. Write a short paper describing how 71

lighting could be used to improve your personal livingspace. Share papers in class.

Invite an upholsterer to show the before-and-after appearance of a piece of furniture. Discuss methods of 269
reupholstering, skills needed and r"qtc in money. time and energy. If possible, reupholster a piece of 10

furniture.
t,

Test various samples of floor coverings for durability, resilieury and wear. Summarize results and discuss
appropriate uses of each.

Collect pictures and samples of wall treatments. Discuss the effects created, cost's, methods of application,

advantages and disadvantages of each.

129



Visit a local furniture store to analyze 'room settings. Note the accessories and combination's of furniture
displayed..Identity one setting that appealed to you, and one that did not: Tell why during a class
discussion.

Given a worksheet showing a room with only basic pieces of furniture, cue out and arrange loom accessory
templates.' (e.g., pictures, pillows, vases) in a manner compatible with the. total interior space. Evaluate.
arrangements considering use of the design .elements and art principles as well as aesthetic and creative

A

expression.

A

192
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to relate concepts of personal space to physiological,
psychological and social needs of individuals and families.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

, In groups pf two, carry on conversations at varyint.distances (e.g., 12 m, 6 m, 3 m, -1 m). Discuss how 33
- personal space needs vary as the desirable distances for conversing change when interacting with strangers,

friends and family members.

Observe and note reactions of individuals in various situations (e.g., a couple in a crowd, adult and child 48
interacting, indiVidual standing in line with stranger, employe talking with supervisor). Discuss the needs for
personal space observed between individuals in each situation. Summarize your findings.

Complete a personal reaction inventory by answering questions related to personal space needs (e.g., How
do you feel when you enter a crowded room? How, do you feel in a smoke-filled room? How do yob feel
when seated in the middlesof a crowded restaurant? When have you felt that a Loom is closing in on you?).
Share reactions in class. Simulate various personal space situations. Discuss personal feelings revealed bythe
simulations and summarize perional space needs.

View "Proxemics" in You Space and Mine. Disfuss the need for personal space and how it relates to the 104
psychological, physiological and social needs marby housing.

In small groups, review case studies dealing with living situations when individuals do not have adequate
perional space to meet physiological, psychological and social needs. List problems that.could result from.
.these living situations and possible alternatives that might alleviate some of the problems.

Write a short paper describing h ow you define "privacy," how much time and space you feel is needed for
privacy, and how your needs for privacy can best be met. Share and compare papers in a class discussion.

View several pictures of different housing interiors. Discuss the effect each would have on \farm* 104
interaction and personal privacy.

Dikuss the-possible psychological effects of space in the to-flowing situations: large bedroom for one small 165
child, small bedroom shared by four children, breakfast bar used for family dining area, bedroom-living #142
room area ancyiendriroorn-kitchen area. Formulate guidelines for use in planning space in these areas.

Develop a checklist which could be used to evaluate the degree to which a personal living space is 167
compatible with the physiological, psychological and social needs of the inhabitants,Use it to evaluate your
home or one in your community.

List the positivie and negative physical design features of your home or of a floor plan from a magazine. 59
Compare evaluations with those of yOur classmates. In small, groups, discuss problems associlted with
personal space in regard to physiological, psychological and social needs. Formulate possible solutions and
share with the class.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL
. ,

The student will be abte to interpret plans for housing.

. LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

invite an architect, building contractor or scheol industrial arts teacher to discuss housing plans, including' 3,1

overa11,4esign and specifics (e.g., symbols, abbreviations, floor plans). Make a list of those factoA essential
to consider in evaluating a house plan..

Locate a Igt of architectural .symbols and abbreviations on a completed floor piaci. Discuss the importance
of symbols and abbreviations to the, architedttbuilder, building inspector and buyer.

Develop a checklist of factors to consider when evaluating a floor plan (e.g., traffic patterns, convenience,
privacy). View seoriiii I i f,

terms of the checkiiwt

Given several unusual'
individual and family rieeda I

Brainstorn, ideas fur adeviatii, Ile

View Your Space 48., it.I',4,1 11 l
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SUGGESTED 'COURSE GOAL 'The student will be _able to determine basic principles of storage when meeting
, individual and family housing needs.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Brainstorm storage principles in terms of location and arrangement of storage space (e.g., stack likeitems , 33,
together, plan spaces to fit items; clean and sort items; store most used items nearby; store at point of first 32
'use). Collect .pictures illustrating each principle and create a bulletin board for classroom display. 17

.Develop checklist for evaluating available storage in a home. Visit several houges or apartments and 12
evaluate the storage,ipace provided in eadhl Brainstorm creative ways of providing additional storage space
(e.g., using different purchasing or making devices designed to improve storage). Construct a
display illustrating your idea.

Share storage ideasideviicei used ,

'provided in mobile homes and ci r .

needs in your own bedroom an i it clui.
'implement, if possible:

Develop a list oi news 1) . ;11,

, .camping gory Suggest ways in MI! 11 tnag. t, I. 0 1

Using a I ...lagtain ut a I,a,u, War . 1,3,A 44i4, 4,14 I. l I 4.4.14.111 ; Si. )411 0 W4.11 WuI ld a cCI t
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SUGGESTED CO SE GOAL The student will be. able to arrange furniture tp meet the needs of individuals
and families.

- '
LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Vieve one or more filmstrips dealing with furniture arrangement. List principles that can be used to ensure 261

easy traffic flow and beauty.

Develop a checklist of factors to consider, when arranging furniture in each room of a home. Use
checklist to evaluate room arrangements shown in magazines and home decorating books.

this 31
32
33 '

Brainstorm methods of arranging furniture that provide for a variety of uses as well as beauty. Collect
lictures illustrating Lie. s ,r

dentify four diffdru.:
raffit patterns created by each al I I 1 Id

ifsing a flour plan of ,a young b..'
setting ready fdr school in ..he .11..

process would be shortened

Using half-inch graph papc.
and electrical outlets Artahge
that best meets your 11,:ctis

After viw_e it ig several ,II . 1 .lo .141
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SUGGESTED COURSE. GOAL. The student will be able to create functional'interiors to meet given needs.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

List the hobbies of class members.,Describe the type and amount of living space required to participate in 134
each. Give suggestions for 1110 that space could be acquired in present envirortThents and in environments 32
you might design in the future.

Read a case study-describing an individual with specific needs (e.g., privacy, work space, activity). Using 33
paper or flannel board models, create an interior floor plan and room arrangement-that would meet those 12
needs.

Using boxes, build model roorm; E

individual. Consider structural I Irientitti 11 II .ishind I i t !sit)1
work in class.

Given a description of the type 11 I, 1 +% I 4. nrul 41141 1.11,; nee, S aut. , 1 t

inhabitants, develop a plan tor providing 1,ppi1. :Ha NI .1. o 4 ditents'intd

Given a floor 'kap a tf to apaltakill, %I..% 1 a. . I I. II,. EUI Al Milk. I 'a ol diti la. ,6

as for overall lighting. Consider the flint:that ,t, I ttic,,, 1:..e traffic flow and the lighting leptiarniner
suggested for most efficient use of energy

Given a case study, design a 1.) I , lit, 01 both L11,4,1.'131% childien and Mill.
described. Share your plans hi class

investigate various types of wail,.,,\ "alipapct, Catialtki Iact.,1 ,Clad
to use, care, cost, installation kind aesthetic 4 ft, :t Select samplcs of wallpaper and paint that could ue ust II
in bedrooms for a small child; a newly mat,icd couple; a quiet teenage boy ur girl; an aotive, sports -mind( d
teenage girl or buy, a middle aged coupic Explain you' Lulces

After selecting a no.. plan ,,,,, .ts h6,. ds..:veiCip 1.1.111 lkos insnialain6 411d aliuug,111g the
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to plana functional 71c1 aesthetic landscape.

e-

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Brains tr(:(rm reasons for landscaping a home exterior (e.g., beautification, protection from wind and sun, 163

privacy, outdoor living, gardening). Take a trip through the local community to view various types of 123

landscapes: Identify those factors observed which contribute to both the function and the, beauty of the

areas.

Study one type of ground cover us landscaping (e.g.. trees, shrubs, plants, sand, rock, wood). Report
your findings in class. Invite a speak r from a local nursery or landscaping firm to discuss the various

ut d
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iUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify the relationship between world housing
patterns and U.S. housing patterns.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Find articles with the words house, home, housing or living environments in them. List the characteristics
of hOusing illustrated in the articles. ffipply what you learned in a discussion of the relationship between
world housing patterns and housing irithe U.S.

Invite a social studies teacher to discuss the economic and social implications of U.S. and world housing 159
patterns. Prepare a bulletin board showing the relationship of world ousing to such things as economics,
education and resources.

Invite a foreign : :hi
studied foreign
Summarize what you ot, r. .

Using resources such
Form a collage of .d.,i
similarities and
about U.S. and woild

Working in gh.,4,1,.. ..1 .

housing in that ar, ilivGbILg41:c

Share in class and coi.ware you' 11,,

Compare single Lodi> 1, ...,,,,
age, building materials 11,.te of .0)11

chart for future use.

Using C.I.11 !till a .41i ., I .

Share repults in class t,, ILI III IILa, 1111 Iii
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to determine the positive and negative effeAts of
urbanization in creating an optimum living environment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Family House. Summarize the effects urbanization has had on today's housing. 217
289

Listen to "Little Boxes." Relate the content of the song to the effects of urbanization on one's living 287

environment.

Invite representatives from the local land use planning committee, a mass-transit company or a real estate

development firm t: ( s spects of urban

View pictures, pholoi 1 I: en to tape r
urbanization; then devil id negative elk
and newspapers, coljec, tu , I ; igs. Label each 1

for class display.

Using a variety of raw :111,.. (4 .6 ,..14t. 41
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL . The student will be able to assess the effect that overpopulation has on peopll
and their living environments.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Recall times when you felt the effects of overpopulation (e.g., squeezing into an elevator, pushing through a
crowd). Focus on feelings you had during:and-after-the occurrence and write a shoat paper describing those
feelings. Share paper's in class.

View Populations or World Population. Discuss the effect overpopulaticm has on people and living 231

environments. 250

Invite' a reint:s4 113'

on where pops; ati, ;

of the increase!, on Jim I i I

Oregon. Use what

loyte a council ineiribei 0 1, ,
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student 4111 be able to describe the aesthetic relationship between housing
and the environment.

po)

LEARNING EXP ERLENCEt RESOURCES

Invite an architect to discuss aspects of the environment that shopld be considered when designing a home. 32

Make, a list of basib principles one can follow to ensure that plans for housing will harmonize With the 216

environmr

List materials used in constructing local houses. Compare these with materials used in other locations. View 192

pictures of houses which illustrate the use of different types of building materials. Identify the 137

environmental setting in which each would be most suitable.

Identify several compatible h3) i I ,1 3

aesthetically, attractive n eighbo rhood

Generate a list of characteristics I

housing developmenCUse your list to niu.un
and the environment

4 1dc:
I t 1.i

.. I I I

View Two Cities L , ,, i .1 I ,115 Ittn 24

the environmental SultuttiltlitigS li,e IlulidLi1 ,ilium , i tL S t,t,J t . ipthie

make a city more aesthetically pleamlig



.1

SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able td explain how housing decisions people make affect
others.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

cl

Working alone, decorate a designated area of a wall or bulletin board in the classroom. After everyone lir 17
decorated his or her area, evaluate the overall result. Discuss how decisions each person makes affect others.

Invite a panel to discuss how you are affected by the housing decisions others make:Include a member of
the city planning commission, a contractor, an 'architect, an apartment manager and a housing specialist.
Summarize what y.ou learned.

Invite a real estate 1,,: I:,!,

neighbor's care of I rcp r
value of property. I i

Invite a fence salespelson Lt i,, , ft

Discuss various problems kin :s 161 ,t s.

In small groups, investib,,,,.. 1, , .r:

years from now. Be sure t. .,,n !!.!
suniniar6e your findings



SUGGESTED COURSE' GOAL The student will be able *to determine t to ffect. of housing trends on the
environment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Examine current housing magazines and collect pictures illustrating new,trends in housing and architecture. 23

Identify those you feel will persist and those you feel will not. Study the effect/ of each *op the 140

environment and prepare a bulletin board displaying your findings.

Invite an architect, a building contractor and a realtor to discuss current innovations, requirements, 192

demands and trends in housing. Arrange for an environmentalist/ecologist to be present to point out the , 175

effects housing trends have had on the environment. Summarize by comparing opposing viewpoints evident

during the discussion.

Ask a panel of seniui it

views presented by pievidui s:

Working in" groups, ives_ ti8a .,,,.

water heating; single family I -ill,: ..,.

reports describing how each tn. lc Is t,. 8 1,

I. I

I IC III

aoll 1 reC
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the advantages and disadvantages ,1 ac. 11, 1 . I. 4: tl,c I
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community
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify sources of information that can be used in
\ making decisions to preserve and protect the environment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES , RESOURCES

Clip and collect newspaper articles dealing with the environment. Divide them into two categories: those 78
giving the viewpoint of environmental agencies and those giving the viewpoint of people or companies
controlled by. the agencies. Critique the articles using objectivity and accuracyof statements as criteria.
Share infomration in class.

View television specials and news programs to collect information related to environmental preservation
and protection. Keep a journal of current developments and share findings in class on a regular basis.

Brainstorm a list it I :II,
environmental prescrvilt
findings.

lnvitc ti 190 I tn.. 0 1

and dje steps an indiv,/imil ,111 l

Environinental Protection A6:111

IiiVILC d paiit.:1 .1 11!

commer4,e mehrbel, a to .Id d gild s
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify the role of planning groups in creating
optimum living environments.

.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Of People, Land, and Planning and Tools -in Land Use Planning. Summarize the generalizations 22'

presented and relate to the importance of environmental plaimitiv (i. u What would happen if there were 240

no planning?). Keep a journal of newspaper clippings, maga/ ine ai !Om and local and national news. on .31

action related to environmental planning. Share at various times. . ' 17 -

Invite representatives from several groups or agencies concerned with environmental planning to discuss the 33

goals and priOrities of their organizations. Depending on your location, the,,se persons might include

.
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View The Choke Is Yours. Disguss means by whcch individuals can become .active participants in promoting 239
araptiroumliving environment. .

Write a brief report on what you personally can do to promote an optimum living environment. Share ideas 155

in
*

class.
:

Interview membert pf citizen action groups, who are involved in promoting optimum living environments.
why. /hey.aredoluiwliapthey are and what results they've seen. Compile results and share in class.

Relate to the Importance of citizen involvement in coordinating and implementing programs designed to
improve living environments.

. .

Contact individuals Who have been iitvolved in 'conducting environmental impact studies. Interview them to
deterniln,e how.citizens can becoMe involved in promoting and maintaining an optimum living environment.

l' . .. i..ff. , .

Invite rest speakers from environmentally concerned organizations to discuss the effects their efforts have
; .. had on preserving and protecting the environment. Summarize what you lthned.

"Collect newspaper artitiles that discuss citizen. action groups or that were written /edited by an individual
from one of the gfoups. Discuss their iinpaet in promoting au optimum living environment. .

at

Develop a radio presentation describing historical citizen action movements and their effects on the
environment. Attempt to have it aired.

Attend a neighborhood citizen group meeting. Note topics df concern and observe the interaction between
the citizens and city planners preseq, Follow up by interviewing Persons in local government regaiding the.
'impact citizen groups have had on local government decisions. Report your findings in class

Research the role communitie$ or citizen groups have played in achieving past legislative action (e.g.,
Oregon Bottle Bill, Greenway Bill, ROgut River Dam Project). Report your findings in..clasp.

014
,

Identify one issue related to preserving or protecting yOur living environment that ts rtripOtta Vito you;,
-Take action necessary to promote the protection desired (e.g., attend a legislalive session, committee
meeting or state management commission ,ineeting where citizen intuit is being considered). Share
observations and report deyellornents as they occur. .

;
r

q 4
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Plan a school "Clean-up and, Beautification Day." Ask the school gr#ndskeeper to designate one or more 31

areas of the school grounds which have not been cared for or whic students have misused. Coordinate

responsibilities of the volunteers and participate in the activities of the day.
.

Visit a recycling center. Investigate the ways in which items are processed or recycled. Develop and
'implement a long-term, school-wide or community -wide recycling project (e.g., paper, metals, glass). Take

responsibility for promotion, pick-up and distribution of the material(s). Evaluate your efforts at ttgular

:intervals.

Given one or more items which would normally be thrown away (e.g., food containers, newspapers), create

something you or your family could use Share projects in class. 14

Develop a display illustrating how young children can help to preserve the environment. Take the display to

-local elementary or nursery schools or local shopping centers and share with small children and their

Parents.
.

As.i class, write an "Environmental Code for Habitat." Individually, list specific ways to follow the code. 158

Implement your suggestions and report progress back to class.

11'

Assess your personal home environment in terms of ways in which your family wastes and destroys natural

resources. Develop and implement a plan toPreserve at least one of these resources (e.goecycle papers and,

cans, turn off lights).

Contact your local utility company to secure publications giving energy( conservation tips. Use these
tbgethei with books; .magazines and personal interviews to compile a list of ways individuals can help
preserve the environment (e.g., energy saving tips, recycling, trash disposal). Summarize the information oh
'a brochure to take home or publish ideas once a week in your local or schookpaper.

.. , . - .

. .

Sponsor an environmental protection contest. Have entrants submit ways they can help protect the
,

environment. As a'class, judgekentriei and select a winner. , .

..,.. .
. , ,

.

.

Develop environmental awareness in the community by organizing a `clean sweep campaign" (e.g., ctIllect

cans, bottles or newspapers fora week; clean up or repair buildings/lots): Evaluate your efforts.

Fpm i "co-op" in your neighborhood. Swap skills and talents, share equipment ( e, lawn mower, laundry
4

equipment) or swap services (e.g., kbabysitting, transportation). Periodic'ally evaluate the environmental

. impact'of your efforts... . . l
\..

., .

After checking with the local city plinning office to determine the projected city growth for the next ten'

years, develop an over-all plan for meeting theigrowth needs while preserving the environment. In small
groups, -develop separate plans illustrating the-nature of the facilities which will be needed (e.g., shopping

. centers, schools, libraries, recreation centers, howing for the elderly, multi-family units). Share your woik

"and relate, to the overall plan.
3 .

.(- Asa class, create an energy calendar illustrating ways of conserving water and energy. Have it duplicated

and sellro fellow students and teachers. Use the profits to beautify your school and its grounds.

54
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J
View Safety.M the Home qr Safety . . . Home Safe Home. Discuss hazards and safety precautions presented. 234
. . .

.
, 4

. 4 233

Play "Home Safe Home" to become aware of home safety hazardrand ways of avoiding them. Summarize 32

..safety techniques learned. .

, i , .

Invite guest speakers ,from the local police and fire departments to distiuss major concerns regarding. safety 27

hazards hi the community' and ways of preventing accidents. Use what you learned to conducffa safety 33

evaluation of your neighborhood. i i
.

........
Conduct a safety check dh all small appliances in yottr home using Underwriters (oratories guidelines. 17

Coincide findings ,ancishare in class. t

Develop a display of household safety devices and equipment (e.g., safety caps, smoke detector larms,
safety cupboard/drawer latches). Demonstrate uses. Find out how many devices you currently have in your
own home. Identify one or more that would improve the safety of your home living environment.

Investigate -the role of iiihting in maintaining a safe environment. Select a particular environment (e.g.,
public or private, interior or exterior) and evaluate the extent to which the lighting used affects its safety. 65

Make suggestions for improvement if needed.

70

biscuss the function of the Occupational Safety and Health Act. Debate the statement: Since -OSHA
regulates safety in business, there should be an agency to regulate safety in the home.

Investigate building codes used in your community, including requirements for household wiring and
plumbing. Analyze your own home or another structure in your community to dettimine whether it meets
the requirements of the code.

Invite an extension agent to speak about kitchen safety. Do furthei- study and develofi!a check sheet for
kitchens. Use it to .evaluate the safety of a kitchen of your choice. Investigate safitty standards and
consumer alternatives regarding materials used in house construction (e.g., toxicity of Pahitis.flammability
of fibers, breakage of glass). Visit a mobile home, prefabricated home or Modular home factory to observe
the current designs and construction techniques used. Discuss with a company representative the safet' of
materials used in construction and special design features which make the unit safe. Summarize what you
learned. -

Develop a checklist of safety and sanitation standards that ghould be observed in homes. Refer to the
National Safety Council survey. fowl available from the locg tire department for additional information.
Use checklists to evaluate standards in a home environment. Discuss one hazard that ivgs found and make

.

suggestions for'iallelnating the problem.

Analyze your own room for safely. Make a list of any improvements needed to avoid home accidents.

Develop plans for making necessary safety improvements.

Analyze one or more rodms.in your home as to number and convenience of available electrical tlets. Find
out what safetyControls ere iltesent (e.g., numbers of circuits used and types of circuit breaker available).
Summarize your findings and make suggestions for improvement.

Select a home. or other structure in your community. Analyze how safe it would be for use by persons with
various types of physical handicaps (e.g., the visually impaired, hearing impaired, wheelchair users).

Given a specific house plan, list changes which would need to he made to make it safe for small children or

elderly persons. -,
. .

Visit a "Model home." Evaluate in terms of safety principles learned in class.

55.



rhvite amelectrician or a utility company representative to discuss home electrical wiring and the use of 31
electricity. Check your home to determine whether it has fuses or circuit breakers. In class, discuss what it 1.2

means to..."blow w fuse" or "trip a circuit breaker." Summarize principles of safe electrical urge.'

Brig a variety of extension cords (including different weights) to class. Plug different kinds of appliances
into each extension cord. Observe the result. Discuss ye pf appropriate extension cords for specific
appliances

Develop plans to use during a power outage. Make all necessary arrangements at home* preserving safety
durtng such an emergemy. Share and discuss plans in class.

Invite a firefighter to discuss steps which can be taken to prevent home fires and procedures to follow when
a fire breaks' out. Develop two fire escape routes for your heSketch the routes and bring to class for

' evaluation. Encourage your family to have a fire drill to practice the steps that should be taken in case bf a
home fire. Report results in class.

Develop a display of fire extinguishers and substances that could be used to put out fires (e.g., salt, baking 168
soda). Identify appropriate times to use each. Visit the fire 'department or invite a representative to
'demonstrate the use of fire extinguishers and other fire retardant substances. Summarize procedures
learned. Discuss ways of preventing kitchen fires and steps to be taken when they occur.

Visit a store that sells smoke detectors. Analyze the types available, including their cost and value.
Summarize yr findings. '

\"...
Invite pOlice to discuss How people can prevent home burglaries. Bring one small Ikpnance from hole go be

. engraved for identification against lossor theft. ,y
t

Collect newspaper clippings related to home accidents. In groups, suggest safety precautions that could have
Prevented these accidents. ghare ideas as a,class.

Investigate ways in which home poisonings' (e.g., fro household products; plants) and other accidents
(e.g., falls, burns) can be prevented. Summarize b eveloping a list of specific precautions and treatments.
Bring a shoe box to class and' use to assemble a simple first aid kit.

In a circle discussion, share accidents that have occurred in your home due to carelessness. Summarize way's
in which these could have.been prevented.

Discuss and make recommendations for efficient storage_ of references (e.g.,, owner's manuals .rind
warranties).

Develop a checklist of things to do before leaving on a vacation. Ne sure to include precautions related to
burglary and fire. Duplicate your list and distribute throughout your sch6o1 and community.

, List safety practices which must be observed for small children. Compare this with a prepared for
...standard 'home safety. Note the differences. Plan a series of short' lessons to present to younger brothers,.

sisters, cousins or other children teaching them safety practices.

Invite an attorney or an insurance representative to discuss homeowner liability. Discuss safety
practices that would prevent these accidents.

Compile a, list of safety standards one should consider when selecting furniture or large appliances for the
home. Distribute to interested persons.

Organize a family meeting to discuss hazards in your own home. Develop cooperative plans for making 39
adjustments and sharing responsibilities for safety. Be sure to include steps which can be taken to prevent,
poisoning, fires, burglary, falls and other accidents.
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List government agencies responsible for housing regulations. In small groups, research one agency (e.g., 12

ACTION housing, HUD, FHA). Report on actions various agencies Have taken that are importabt to
homeowners.

Invite a speaker from the local Federal Housing Authority to discuss the role that office plays in making 17

housing available to consumers. Have her or him address the role government plays in controlling the effects
of urbanization o living environments. Summarize what you learned.
..
List types of gove ment-funded programs available for housing, and investigate the requirements for
obtaining the funds. Report your findings by discussing the effects of these programs on individuals and

Giyen ,hypothetical situations regarding housing issues, role play actions taken by various government
.04iiiizations in making decisions related to these matters. List considerations that justify the decisionsr-
rnade.

Clip newspaper articles describing legislative action on various housing-related issues (e.g., zoning, taxes,
subsidized housing measures, community planning). Summarize the various roles the government plays in
relation to the availability and quality of housing.

StusbWthe role the federal government has playeckirrhousing since the 1930s. Include an analysis of
legislation as well as court decisions dealing with housing and urban renewal (e.g., Housing Act of 1949, the
outlawing of discrimination, formation and programs of HUD, Model Citits and Metropolitan Development
Act, FHA and VA programs, .1968 Housing and Urban Development Act). Conduct a class symposium to
synthesize material gained (from investigation.

Investigate the types and effectiYeness of housing legislation passed at the. state and local levels during the
last te 'years. Relate to legislation passed at the federal level. Diagram your findings to show how local,
state d federal governments work cooperatively in building housing programs.

'Select a,..4ousing issue and study it. You may wish to write the state or federal gthernment for information
.oe'atynd an appropriate state legislative hearing. Take a stand on the issue and share your viewpoints with
state Or federal senators and representatives. Follow the progress made on the issue thereafter. Report your
findings in class when apptopriate. , , r t -i.....,,..

7_,,e; - -.1%:-...i. ..
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Talk with' residentspt your community to determine ways in which public policy has affected the quality 20
of local housing. Stithmarize your findings and make suggestions for further improvement. 36

Invite a representative from the city planning office to discuss specific public policies that have bee 31
formulated to improve the quality of housing in the local community. Summarize the characteristics of the
policies presented.

View Your Role in Improving Our Housing. Diess the individual's and public's role in improving housing 251

quality.

View Citizen's Role in Land Use Policy: Discuss the public's role in developing policies that affect land use 205
and housing quality. ,17

View slides depicting housing problems caused by a lack of planning (e.g.; hity dongested or declining 1.2

areas of concentration, central city dwellings, suburbs and small towns that hav -not been planned, rural 155
areas being developed without plans). Summarize anddescribe the role ofplanning as a means of alleviating
some of the problems.

After reviewing the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Comwission goals,'discuss the value of 284
each in-terms of maintaining housing quality.

Investigate a land-use problem in the local community. In small groups, present a visual display of the
problem and proposed solutions. Present to the county commissioners or.city council.

Study policies and procedures involved when building a house (e.g., obtain budding permit, secure soil tests,
investigate building codes, investigate neighborhood ordinances), Discuss the similarities and differences in
policies and procedures if building a duplex, .apartment, townhouse or mobile home park. Determine the.
effect public policy, has had on these procedures.

Collect magazine articles and newspaper clippings illustrating towns and neighborhood subdivisions that use
cluster zoning and other techniques to optimize space usage and preserve the natural envirment.
Summarize the .techniques discovered. In small groups, create a model city. Write the public policies and
housing regulations for'your city: Share designed cities in class and then display for the entire student body.

Act out d public' hearing regarding a housing-related issue taken froM a current newspaper article. Assume 145

the roles of all parties involved (e.g., residents, unions, industry, utilities, gilt rnment officials). After
arriving at a final decision, write a formal statement of action to be taken regarding the issue.

4.
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View Planning the Land and Sharing the Land. Discuss methods for improving housing conditions used by
citizens in the fs. .

View Housigg: A .Place to Live. Discuss how housing conditgins affect both the inhabitants and the 221

229 w' -

235

community at large. .. .
. . :

*Investigate current local or state housing PrOblems. List n4
might increase the chance of success of programssiesigned (.

Read about housing projects designed in the Bronx, Ne"
Louis, Missouri; Portland, Oregon. Report findings regar

Given examples of specific programs implemented to imp;
success or failure. Discuss ways in which the programs tvpa.
been more successful.

vemws and discuss factors that 155
pfoi, emen ts.

Isiewjer;ey; Cleveland, Ohio; St. 148
s and failures.

conditions, list reasons foritheir
V., e1141 suggest ways they could have

Given a case study involving the relocation of a particular family gt'Ctg .a new housing situation, predict how 132

the move will affect the individuals, the family and the conununitSP.:,..4 ,

v

VIT* Run from Race, Discuss housing difficult-ies minority .groups.frace. 232

Read excerpts from books (e.g., The Dollmaker) describing tile problems and cultureethe poor and the 2

importance of considering their needs in making plans for inp.rdiing housing conditions. Share insights
gained.

View slides of urban renewal projects before and after completion. Identify the chan s made and predict
possible effects on inhabitants. Discuss urban renewal with a city official or HUD repr entative. Investigate
the purposes of current programs, methods of implementation and status of program development.
Summarize findings in a class discussion.

Interview the elderly regarding their housing problems. Surnmarize your findings and propose alternatives,
including programs which might help alleviate common concerns.

I
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' Compleirthe following unfinished seNences:

"In my first hone I must have ...."
"In my first home it would be nice to have ...."
"In my first home I won't need ...."

r

Investigate the types of housing which would meet these needs. Share results in a class discussion.

Alt

18

Brainstorm factors one might consider when selecting a housing type or Itication. Individually, rank these 193

factors as. to their importance and compare with other class members. Discuss reasons for the differences 143

observed.

Identify the stages of the family life cycle. Discuss housing requirements at different stages. Interview
several families at different stages of the life cycle to determine factors that affected their selection of.
housing. As a class, summarize those factors under the headings of values, lifestyle, resources and life-cycle
stage.

Identify, resources' that would influence housing chniceS. Discuss how these resources may change as an
v. individual-moves thjough the family life cycle.

.
Study factors that are important to various cultural oups when selecting housing (e.g., values, resources
and lifestyles). Compare factors when reporting fi o class.

e

Interview your parents or grandparents /egarding their past, present and future housing choices. Identify
factors which influenced their selections. Compile a list of factors based on the interviews in-cl,sharecin a

class discussion.

View Recreational Facilities in Residential Development. Discuss values and lifestyles associated with 285
recreational facilities. Investigate the recreational opportunities prlifled by different house settings and
summarize your findings. I .

Select a housing ad from the newspaper. From the information given, write a des iption of the i dividuals

who might buy.or rent the home, describing their values, li , r andstage in the mily life
cycle, Discuss similarities and differerices in a group discu n. fir .
Using.minute dramas, depict family and indivi al housing decisions based on values, lifestyles, resources
and stage of the family life cycle! Summarize sights gained.

Given case studies describing the lifesty es, resources and family life-cycle stages of several individuals,
suggest a type of housing and housing lo lion appropriate for each. Justify your choices.

NO.
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o

View pictures and read case studies describing various individuals (e.g., a single person, a young couple, a 12

skier, an oldei. Couple, a large family, a handicapped individual), List the social, emotional, intellectual,* 4

economical 'and physical needs of each. Create collages illustrating various types of housing which would 18

meet their needs. .

Working in relay teams, have each team Member add the name ofo different type of housing, continuing as 54

long as teams can think' of new housing types. As a class or in small groups, brainstorm the advantages and 155

disadvantages of the various housing options (e.g., apartments, mobile homes, duplexes, single-family
homes, condominiums). Discuss the needs that each type of housing could meet.

Invite several individuals who live in different types of housing (e.g., apartment, single-family dwelling, 169

condominium, nubile home, dormitory) to discuss reasons for their housing choices, including how the
types of housing they selected meet their specifig needs. Summarize your findings.

View The Tqwn House:. Its Background and New Popitlarity on the American-Scene. Discuss how the old 288

concept of row houses is meeting the needs of individuals today.

Take a bus tour of the local community to view available types of housing. View pictures or slides,. 102

illustrating various types /of available housing. Speculate about how the different types of housing could 100

meet the needs of various families and individuals.

Brainstorm housing alternatives available when going to college or starting"a job away from home. Analyze 1

the advantages and disadvantages of each type of housing and the needs each type could meei. 92

Invite an architect to explain the proce involved in planning a home (e.g., assessing individual and family 274
needs, relating needs to housing, develo ing a schematic design, preparing a final flow plan). View Selecting 263

a House Plan. Discuss ways various house lans can meet individp1 and family needs. .

Using current magazines, select several pictures of plans for housing, including floor plan ditkams. Analyze 143

each to,..determine the family or individual needs that could be met. State specific reasons for your
decisions.

View Selectineand Buying a Mobile Home or visit a mobile home dealer. Compare the structural elements 291

of the interior space of a mobile home with those, found in typical homes and apartments. Discuss
differences in personal space available and assess .he degree to which these spaces would meet the
physiological, psycholOgical and social needs of given individuals and faipilies.

Discuss individual characteristics and specific circumstances that would create special housing needs (e.g.,
handicapped family member, tall individual, midget, a large family). Identify types of housing and
adaptations that could be mado meet each individual needs.

Brainstorm types of housing which would meet the needs of the elderly. Investigate the facilities, costs and
opportunities that each type offers. Report findings in class.

O

en a case study of a family or individual with a set budget and pieferred activities, select housing wk.. 84

newspapers which appear to meet particular needs. Visit several houses and select one that would.
.

effectively meet needs. Justify your choice.

64



e
Brainstorm factors which affect the housing diOices of different ethnic, social, religious, and geographical 22
groUps. Investigate, then debate the issue(bf how societal influences have affected the housing choices of :156
one of those groups. 1,/

a

Interview a realtor to determine societal influences that affect housing choidEs of individuals from different 1881
age, economic and ethnic groups. Report your findings in class.

c

Ask your .parents about the societal influences that have affeked their past and present housing choices.
Share replies and compile a Ilk' of societal influences that apPar at .various stages. in the family life cycle.
Identify possible reasons for/each.

Interview several individuals with different lifestyles to determine their housing preferences, their attitudes P93

toward various types of housing, and factors which have accounted for these attitudes and preferences.
Discuss.the results of the survey and identify societal influences whin seem to affect housing choices.

. View several television programs depicting various aspects of our society. Discuss the societal influence
thes1 settings may have on the viewers' perception of "11 e."

.e
Prepare a bulletin board or flannel board to illustrat ow the selection of housing is.affected by proximity
to work, school, church, recreation atkl shopping areas. Contrast rural, urban and suburban areas.

Identify restrictions placed on various housing options. Discuss the effects of such restrictions on houting
choices, design, maintenance and inhabitants.

Read current articles dealing with societal inkences on housing chokes. Discuss the influence of current
social changes on housing choices (e.g.. the effeccsipopulation density has on housing types available). .
Summarize main points presented.

I
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c
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Brainstorm environmental influences which affect housing choices (e.g., mountains, slopes, desert, water). t 32
Collect pictures depicting types of housing which would be suitable in each case' and construct a bulletin J 24
board for future reference.

Vieiv Tivo Toivns: Gubbio in ItalyChillicothe in Ohio. Discuss the similarities and differences in 242

environments and the possible ways each would affect housing choices.

Invite a foreign exchange student to discuss environmental factors that affect the choice and construction
of housing in their native courrtry. Compare those factOrs with environmental influences of the local area.

ObserT illustiations of housing.in various parts of the world. Discuss how climatic and geographic factors
influence the materials used in home building (e.g., African village with straw huts, log cabins, sod houses,
adobe houses, stilt houses fiorri Ecuador, tepees of skin, ice igloos from the Arctic, steep roofed house from
Norway, tile roofs from the warm countries). Summarize what you leariod.

a

Invite an engineer or architect' to discuss factors that need to_be considefed in choosing a house plan/for a

. particular Igt. (e.g., orientation, landscape and climatic conditions). Summarize main points presented.

59

Assess your personal likes and dislikes with respect to geographic and climatic conditions (e.g., sun, rain, 21

desert, ocean). Using resource materials, identify three locations in which you would like to live. Describe 126
the climatic and geographic conditions which would influence the design of a home in that location. Share
ideas in class.

Give a house plan together with a description of a lot, including climatic conditions, .develop a plan for
situating the house to account for sun, wind, rain, traffic and view. Share plans in class.

View slides or °.pictures of housing in different areas of the. United States. Identify environmental factors
that might have influenced the appearance and function of various types of housing. Brainstorm factors
that need to be considered when planning housing for each area.

.1
conditionsen a description of a particular geographic. location and climatic conditions (e.g., eroding shoreline on

. Oregon coast, flooding areas in Washington, snow-covered mountain areas in Idaho, hurricane area ill Texas,
flat tornado, land in Nebraska), describe the type of housing,-including design and construction materials,
that Would be best suited for the area. Justify choices made, considering climatic geographic

location, building materials and environmental-aesthetics.

65
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Obtain multiple listing books from a local real estate office. Qsing these b-odks, devise a chart that illustrates 31

characteristics that affect the price ,of housing (e.g., location, number of rooms, condition). Look at real * 17
estate ads describing local hoping choices, with prices blocked out. Predict the selling price of each and 12

justify your predictions. Compare with actual prices. As a follow-up, discuss the current trend in housing'
costs. Debate the effects of this trend on the likelihood of owning a home.

Investigate tlie costs of buying and renting compatable (size and quality) new and older homes, mobile 23

homes, modularlhomes and condominiums in different locations. Compare total costs as wII as availability

of financing. Summarize in a class discussion. ,

Interview several landlords in your community to determine total costs of living in various types of rental
units. Compare your findings. Discuss how these findings might affect housing choices.

With the assistance of a realtor or building contractor, visit several types of lots in various locations (e.g.,
residential area, commercial area, outlying area). Determine why costs vary and identify factors to consider
when choosing a, lot. Develop a checklist based on your findings.

Invite a realtor to discuss the importance of property resale value and factors thaj determine housing costs.
Formulate a list of factors which determine the probable resale value of a home.

,

, Visita solar-heated home or other solar-heated structure. Interview inhabitants to determinecosts involved
and have them djscuss the advantages and disadvantages of solar energy. Compute the cost of using other
sources of energy for heating and cooling the same size and type of structure, and compare with solar
energy. Discuss how heating/cooling costs can 'be reduced by incorpo ting various Teaures in new and

-74 existing homes.

Invite a constructioi or industrial arts teacher to discuss the costs of including various feature& when a 53

.Thome is built (e.g:, dishwasher, second bathroom, garbage disposal). Make a list Of those features which
could be omitted while still retaining basic quality. N

Visit several existing homes or homes under construction to examine the quality of materials and methods
of construction being used. Summarize practices which dt) and do not represent wise'decisions from an

,economic and environmental standpoint.

Invite a building inspector to discuss the various building permits/codes enforced in your area and the costs

involved in meeting them. Summarize what you learned.

Review current legislation concerning rebates and tax deductions on home improvements (e.g., insulation). r
Brainstorm additional incentives that would benefit the environment and the consumer.

Invite a representative from the county assessor's office to t discuss ways in which property taxes are 146'
determined. Estimate the total yearly taxes which would have to be paid on various types of property,
taking into account the current renter's and land owner's tax rebates. Compile the information-and develop

a list of criteria to consider when making financial decisions regarding bilyinerenfing a home.

Invite loan officers from several different lending institutions (e.g., savings and loan, commercial bank, G.I. 72

of FHA loan office) to discuss types of home loans available. Ask about application procedures,
qualification requirements and interest raps. Summarize what you learued.,

Compare the cost of owning versus renting amobile home 'for ten years. Identify factors that would affect
the decision to buy or rent a mobile home (e.g., Mobility, income, personal preference, maintenance).

66
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factors that influen e decisions related to renting and buying ( , mobility, maintenance costs; personal

skills).

Wit interviews and resource materials, investigate the costs of moving intp an existing home in good 30

condition, an existing home that needs renovating and a previously unoccupied home, Summarize the types

of costs and expenses involved. Share findings in class-.

Investigate the cost of buying a condominium or townhouse. Identify benefits of owning this type of
housing (e.g., recreational facilities, freedom from maintenance responsibilities, investmant return). Invite, a

condominium owner to discuss the advantages/disadvantages of this type of housing. Summarize what yciu

learned.

f.

a
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STED COURSE GOAL. The student will be able to identify types of . services and sources Of
information availapk to the consumer in selecting a hvable environment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCE
°

RESOURCES

. 'b. .. .. -

ks a class, brainstonh potential sources of housirig information/serviceSTassistance. la groups of two, 138

nvestigate one or more of these using newspapers, periodicals, government publications, the chaMber of
cirninerce, real estate offices, state housing agencies and the Better Business Bureau. Report your finding s.

n class. . .

-,.
., - :.

..e.
nvestigate housing-related services provided by the chamber of commerce. Develop a list of additionalyocal
gencies and individuals -that can assist the consumer in selecting a living environment. Identify the sery es
irovided by each. Share infonnation in class.

Jsing a local telephone directory, identify the types of services and sources of information listed that . 84'
vould be helpful to the consumer in selecting a living' environment. Construct a brochure based on your
indings and distribute to interested persons.
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SUGGESTED COURSE >GOAL The student will be able to identify types of services an.d sources of
infor4ation available to the consumer in ma-king housing transactions.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES.

Brainstorm options available for moving belongings from one location to another. Invite a local moving 12

company representative to discuss services provided by moving companies, the costs and how they are 17

appraised, the advantages/disadvantages of bein,g moved by a company and the methods of packing /storing 23

liomequfnishings. Compare these factors with those of moving oneself in a rented moving vehicle.
JP"

Obtain from the post office a packet colints for successful moving. Discuss the steps involved in moving to 31

a new location and coMplete the packe s if you were moving to a different town.

Interview several employers regarding the benefits they provide employees who are transferred. Compile a 37
list of benefits provided and discuss the'importance of these services when selecting and/or changing jobs.

Study steps involved in buying and selling a home. Interview individuals who hive recently sold or 80
tha raniffsr rinri ,rnt .aheltit tho orivantacrec and rlicaeluantaaec and tunas



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The' stu den t will be able to identify rights and r4sponsibilities of landlords,
tenants, sellers,and home buyers.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Invite an attorn ey to clarify the meaning of, al terms commonly used in h /using transactions and to
discuss the legal rights and responsibilities of the parties involved in housing transactions. Summarize what
you learnecL.,

View Democracy: The Role of Dissent. Debate the landlord and tenant positions regarding housing choices. 209

In pairs, visit several structures for rease or rent, inquiring ..about deposits, payments, rights and
responsibilities of tenant and landlord, and conditions of rental agreements. Compare findings and discuss
possible reasons for similarities and differences.

List factors to consider before signing a rental or lease agreement (e.g., who pays utilities, are petsallowed, 67

what are the restrictions on noise, who pays Itr fire latnage) and the landlord/tenant rights and
rontal /loaca aarpplaiptat that would meet the needs. rights and
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to i'ise guidelines for home buyers, sdlers and renters
in making housing,decisions.

.7 a

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

VielatZenting and Buying. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of renting versus buying housing. 272
256

Invite a building contractor to discuss the advantages/disadvantages of building a home and guidelines
potential buyers can use in evaluating a newly built or existing Ivorrro. Summarize what you learned.

Investigate and compare the cost of buying a ready-built home, a semi-finished home and a custom-built
home of equal size and quality. Invite a person who has recently built a home to discuss the problems
encountered and solutions 'employed. Fc mutate a list of guidelines concerning home building from the
information you received.

Find and report findings on materials used for building houses. List the uses, advantages and disadvantages 87
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SUGGE$Tg COURSE GOAL' The student will be able to ide,ntifv factors affecting the financing oKaililome.,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Define terminology associated with housing transactions and discuss the financial responsibilities associated

with various phases of buying. and ownership (e.g mortgage, dyed, down payment, principal,
interest, disclosure exemptions, amortized mortgage, discount points, title insurance, settlement costs,
resale vartierecord keeping). Invite a loan. officer, escrow officer or realtor to discuss these /enns and
clauses and their importance to a home buyer.

RESOURCES

84.1
12
1-9

View Wise Use of Credit and Personal Finance Planhing. Investigate the percentage of monthly/annual, 249
income that individuals or (amines can safely invest i a hoMe if they are renting, saving for a down
payment, making house payments. Discuss guidelines for u g credit to purchase a home.

Invite a representative from a credit bureau to discuss credit it estigations, credit ratings and effects of past
credit history on potential home buyers. Summarize your findings.

I
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL Thq student will be able' to identify t es of insurance available to protect the
homeowner and renter.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RES I URCES

Invite a representative. from an insurance -agency to discuss terminology related to insurance, types of
insurance, available to homeowners and renters, amount of coverage needed and costs. Summarize the main
pgints covered.

Review brochures describing basic homeowners and renters inSurance (e.g.,standard fire insurance renters 31

insurapce) and various forms of coverage (e.g., property coverage, personal liability, 84
personal' property.; living expenses). Identify and define common terms used. Compare the advantages and 61

disadvantages, costs,eo'verage.and claim services pf the different types of polici

Brainstorm the various perils against which properties are insured. Discuss the sts, coverage and need for 30
each type of insurance. Debate the pros and coriS of obtaining homeowners and renters insurance, based on
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student, will be able to apply guidelines of personal and family resource
management to housing and home furnishings.

LEARNING EXPER IENCES RESOURCES

Invite a person from your local Consumer Credit Counseling Service to discuss budgeting guidelines which'
apply to hojising (e.g., the relationship of a family's total income to the percentage of income that can
safely be allotted to monthly house paym. nt/rent, saving for a down payment, making house payments or
paying for furnishings). Identify cre ohlern specific:41v related to housing and home furnishing
purchases.

31)
84

Estimate costs involved in family housing. Cite major expenses in providing houSig (e.g., mai enance, 270

insurance, taxes). Predict the approximate amount a newly married couple would spen or each expense..atdief 255 --
specific income -levels. Interview couples to determine the accuracy of your estimates/Summarize how the 277

amount ipent on housing is related to the couple's economic and family situation. 87

Interview a number of homeowners and renters regarding housing costs. Discuss with each the overall cost
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student/ will be able to use resource information for selection and
maintenance of home furnishings,

LEARNING EXPER IFNCFS RESOURCES

Interview representatives from various consumer protection organizations (e.g, Better Business Bureau, 60
OSPIRG) regarding characteristics to look for in selecting/buying home furnishings items. Report findings
to class. Identify comp vies that manufacture home furnishings. Write le ter each asking for information
regarding their produch: materials used, construction, designs and its Evaluate on the basis of
information gained from the consumer organizations.

it) Using currsnt consumer information publications,-prepare checklists to use When selecting various inferior'
furnishingsitems (e.g., carpeting, draperies, upholstered furnitute). Distribute to interested persons.

Collect and review several guarantees and warranties for home furnishings. Compare readability, coverage
and eonditions of service. Summarize by discussing the advantages of guarantees/warranties and their use as
a consumer resource.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The',..,tudent will he able to select, use and care or interior jUrnishings and
accessories:.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Using a "feel" box containing various materials used in furnishings ist ruction (woods, cork, fabric.
vinyl), determine which would be best suited for different furnishings put 'uses. Use durability and sensory
appeal as the basis for your decisions. Compare youneelings and decisions with other,class members:

_gob:
View Horne Dediration Series: Selecting Furniture, Parts / and II. Select a specific fUrnishings or accessory 26,1

iteni (e.g., coffee table, lamp, sofa, floor covering, drapes) to investigate. Visit a local fiirniture store and 11

ask a salesperson to discuss canstruction teelmi.ques, special features, cost and quality of various item 18

alternatives. Select ..the one you feel is the hest buy and state the reasons for your decision. Report your . I 39

findings in class and, if possible, include a demonstration of the proper use'and care of the selected item.
,.. . .

. .

Invitei a person from an upholstery sh,op or visit a furniture constrik'tion, factory to discuss furniture 174
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Using carpet, drapery and upholstery samples, conduct durability tests,.Compare results as to method of
constiction, flammability, cleanabilitrand fiber content.

Collect pictures and instructions on updating, renovating or building interior furnishings. Selecra simple
home furnishings projectlo completein Glass: Explain the use and care of the project in your home.

6

.. .
View' Wag to Wall Decorating. Given a case study of a family with a set home furnishings budget, develop a 245

plan for purchasing home furnishings to meet their needs. Determine which presently owned furnishings 52

could be adapted for new use, and which should be purchased riPW and/or ucecl to fit the family's budget.
sldlls, preferences, tastes and lifestyle. Justify your 4ecisiong
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to utilize resource information in the selection, use
and care of household equipthent.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Review several use-and-care booklets provided with household eq inent. Evaluate thpfnformation given
in terms of its value in assisting with the selection, use and care of egiliproentitems.

81

Locate the nameplates On several small appliances and equipment. Evaluate the degree to which 40
information requirements are met by each Disenss the informAion provided in terms of its usefulness to 68

the-consumer.

Study varitcsAagazine. and organization Consumer seals of approval placed on household quirment. 194
4a.

Discuss the advantages /disadvantages, value. meaning and significance of each.

Review examples Of household equipment advertisements, Evalt`Mte the consumer information provided in
each. 'Fornuillte guidelines for usiiiibihis tvge of resource information.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to select. use and care for householdequipment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

1 . .
.

Visit a local appliance store to investigate the various types. brands, features and costs of small and;large 81 .

appliances. Ask a salesperson to demonstrate the use and care of several items. Summarize findirtt-by
...-

forThulating guidelines for the selection use and care of household appliances .

, .
i .'

Brainstorm a kst of the small and large household equipment available on the market. Individually rank the 38

items in terms of the importance bf possessing each. Determine which hbusehold equipment you would -44 .
choose to own if you could afford only one. Explain your choice. Discuss which items you could do
without and why you may choose not to have them (e.g., energy conservation. cost..need).

Using consumer information journals and comparison shopping, find the types (e.g.. brands, qualities), cost 18

and proper care ofs.one item of household equipment. Based on information gained, select the best buy and
u., :..41:9,...,;.... fr... rka fia,icinn Pen/1H %mil,- fin/limn in clasc in'clurtin9 a dempnstration of the de-
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL . The. student Oiti be able tp choose and care for majorinterior surface finishes.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
.

11*
Visit a local hardware or home improvement store to observe available types and qualities of paints,
paneling, flooring and counter-top materials. Ask a store representative to discuss factors to consider in
deterinining and selecting quality, combining interior surfaces, using various materials and caring for
finishes. Summarize findings by writins guidelines for the selectiose and care of interior surface finishes..

Secure several types and brands of paints- available for interior use. Discuss the advantages/disadvantages of
using oil-based paint' Versus-water-based paint: Conduct product testing to determine. durability, cleanability
and appropriate use of each. Compile results in a checklict to he used for paint selection.

RESOURCES

31
12

After viewing samples of wallpaper and paint, discuss the selection of each on the basis of design, durability 15

and upkeep. Investigate. the costs Of painting versus wallpapering various sized rooms. Identify factors to
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL

fp

The student will be able to identify the differing e, yironmental impacts of
decision's made when using and caring for 'select , home furnishings and
equipment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Energy: Less Is More. Discuss ways in which energy consumption can be slowed down in relation to 15

the use and care of home furnishings and equipment.
e

....Brainstorm enere-saving tips that can be used`when operating or u ring for household equipment (e.g., 41

turn off dishwasher \before it gets to heat cycle,, replace high-watt t bulbs with lowet-watt bulbs) turn,
thermostats. down. to 65° F.). Review suggestions fcir saving energy, asgiftfic in Around the Housf Guide to
Ehory Savings. Practice the suggestions made at home for one week and report effects that you observed.
(You might wish to learn how to read an electric or gas meter and record actual savings.) .1 r

1.4

Investigate the energy Costs of preparing a meal usipg different equipment (e.g., crock-pot, conventional
range, microwave oven, toaster oven. tabletop rotisserie). Develop, a list'of equipment and preparation
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; SUGGESTED COURSE .GOAL The student will be able to detefinine the influence of time, energy, Mon nd
k ability in making, buying, repairing or renorating home fUrnishings, access vies .

and holtsehold equipment.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Investigate the cost of purchasing qne home furnishings item ne in relatibn to buying a gimilar item at a
flea market, used furniture stor or Szaar,inaking it -or renovatitg it. Compare 'the time, energy find skills
needed to ..obtajn the item in each manner. Discuss' the factors that need to, be considered (e.g., time,

..money,,ability) in determining whether to buy new or used furnishings.

Identify one ditcessory item that can be purchased; made at home, or renovated. Investigate the cost
(money, skills, time, energy) of obtaining the item by each method.. Create the accessory item iri class,
keeping recprds of the time and money spent. assistance and skills needed. ()Pon completion, discuss
pcceptahleMe4ns OTobtaining the item, using criteria such as aesthetic beauty, ability, personal satisfaction,
limp spent,and cost. Identify times when it might he ildmmitageotts to purchase or renovate an item rather

. I^
',than make it.

GI

Demonstrate, procedures that could be usedA
. 'covering) by recycling:Fabric scraps or witedelo

time and energy spent.while making the accessor
new.

4

12

23

26
I I

10

1 accessory item (e.g., napkin, napkin ring, table 87

ermine whether this is pPofitable by assessing the'
investigating the cost of purchasing a similar item

. Ihvite a florist to demonstrate how one can make .dctorativeflower and table arrangements using
inexpensive materials. fq thehome (e.g., wax, straw. papeP, tissue, plastic, flowers, kitchen utensils,

t fruits). Estimate' the,itifif ,energy, money and skills needed 'to complete RIO a E. roject,,,In class, create a ,
. decorative arrangement trIpn Aperials available in the classroom or from home.

,. , .

t: , ' , .

View Siinple Hoorit% ake a hst of common home repairs' Discuss factors that may determine 275

O ; wffet,her a, profession' ly member can make the ilepair. Investigate the costs of repaaing a

' partieulai' hornefumistifn hold equipment item yourself and 'a havnig.a professional do it, Share

.

findings in class. Fi,irmulate giticielinec for determining how best tit proceecl"with household repairs.

In ice a repairper'son to demonstratre.methods of household equipinent repair. Collect household equipment
4' needing, simple repairs and' complete repairs in class. Formillae guidelines for making simple home repair's

,.
Or develop a boOklet on Making simple 1106celiold repair

13.

9

'Witte a representat4' iron; a home improvement center
involved refinishtilg a.,piee woodoo tnrnitu f),-t-tmine the time. energy, money and skills needed to

=1124.z.

of '

7 .°
;`/Stddy. methodSlif :fenovzit'ing,various home' furnishings (e.g.. reupigolstefing, antiquing, painting, ailing).

.Have rnethoils4,;de'monstrateti. In class and discuss the time, money arid Skills needed to complete various
tpes'of renoltion,projects;`Selpct one hoMe furnishings item found at.home-or in a secondhand store to

. renovate in class, COMplete ttie renovation and ,..,mplite time and woney. costs after pr.,Sject is complet

'to demonstrate and discuss the procedures . 4

,
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The student will he able to cai-ry ont the oroupation*omemaking'or pursing a
home economics-related career
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student ivill tc, able to identify types of jobs related toVreating and

i maintaining livable environments.. : ..

, ..

RESOUR CESXP ER [EKES

Brainstorm a Pst of jobs related to living environments: UsetellePlione directories and other reference 29

materials to identify living-eArdnments. job,' titles,..and irgenCks that are oriented toward living

environments. From this, compile a list of possible carers itrsthe living-environments area. I

View Planner-Geographer; Building a SkyscraperT Anti thtrareers involved; o r Building a House and Where
Does It Come froth. CompUi a list of related Careeeas seen'in the filin(s),

t
A

Working in groups, select one of the three job clusters in livinranvirktments (service, production. design) lb
and list jobs that might fall within each cluOel Develop ,ge,)prali;ations about the types of jobs found in
each cluster.

228
202
201

Develop a bulletin board showing the different types of living-environments community agencies which 183

exist to help individuals and families. Describe the types of jobs available in these agencies.

Locate; pictures and articles in newspapers-and magazines which feature various jobs in the housing field. 262

Create a bulletin board illustrating yonr findings.

Invite interior designers, architects. contractors or other persons With careers in living environments to
discuss their personal job experiences. Devise a chart showier' job opportu'niticsin [Wing-environments

careers in terms of the characteristics of each..

Take a field trip to various businesses ctucerned with creating and maintaining living environments,
interview the workers to determine type, j ;,4,c day; duties and working c.onditions. Sharp
findings in

Invite representatives from various livingenvipmments careers,. id hold .a "Career Fair.'' Interview

representatives ,to identify types of !Ind the I ti tosnthisihilitie's associated with each Share
findings in a class discussion.

Investigate one living-environments career possibility in whip you .are interested and prepare a one -paged
report or give an oral presentation of the carper in class. Discuss training requirements. Salary, expectations
and responsibilities.

c I
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SLIGGEST.ED CO, URSE GOAL The student will b
. related to jobs in cr

. .

e ts) identify- the economic and employment trends
andhmaintaining optimum living,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES .1

r. L

visit your local employment service and. identify types of jobs related to.liying environments.frch are
currently available. Report to clas§.

Identify and evaluate opportunities in living-environments careers by investigating the help wanted section
of the local paper. Report results in class.

Invite a person who has developed a successfuNiousing-relaled business to speak on the experiences he or
shehas Discuss the future of business and employment in that area.

In ew individuals in living-environmets i....ateLs, inquiring about trends, changes and the outlook for the
future. Share results in class.

Using various resources (e.g., Occupational Outlook Handbook, Occupational Quarterly), study the past,
present and future trends of an occupation related to living environments in which you areinter,gsted. Share
information on various occupations by giving oral reports.

Write to various training institutes (e.g., vocational schools, correspondence schools, community colleges
and universities) to inquire about the economic and employment trends.of jobs in the, area of living
environments. Identify geographic locations w.i Iere employment will most likely be available. Report
findings in a class discussion.

(---
Wr/ke letters, to professional and tracleassociations (e.g., American Home Economics Association, American 1`

Institute of Architects, American 'Iftstitute of Interiors' pesigners) to inquire about economic and
employment trends affecting joh optoill'initiec in the living environments field. ghare findings.

Using the Career [nformation Sygtem, select a joh in the living,-envitonttuitq field and determine current
and future possibilities fp, r In in it Peprvt $111,1;09..c ir, lass,

ik
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL
,

The student will be able to determine interTS ts and attitudes necessary for
employment in jobs related to living environments.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

As a class, brainstorm ways a career develops. Relate this to one's interest and growth in a career. DiscuA
VISPects of personal job satisfaction. Identify factors to be considered when selecting a career.

View Keeping Your Job in Wcirk. Relate to one's attitude and interest in a career. 225
/435

Analyze yottr own hobbies and interests. Relate them to careers in living environments. Explore possible 24

careers in living environments based on hobbies/interests

Complete an interest and attitude survey (e.g., California Occupational Preference.Survey) to determine 28

hether you have an interest in jobs related to livingrenvironmentc 's 29

serve a person on the job in a living-environments career' Comcrile Illst of attributes illustrated by this 74

persbn. Report findings to class. -

View ABC's of Getting and Keeping a .lob. Interview a person employed in a living-environments career. 257

Inquire about the attitudes and inteiests "n" needs to succeed in the area. R elate to one's own attitudes a

interests.
17
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the abilities and skills necessary to pursue a .
career in the area ofreating and maintaining living environments.

LEARNING EXPERIENCkS RESOURCES

4
Complete a checklist to identify' your personal abilities and skills. Determine how well these skills qualify
you for jobs currently available in the housing industry and for those likely to be available in the future.

Complete a. paper -bag activity. On the outside of a paper bag place pictures of abilities you have and on the
inside place pictures of skills you would like to develop. Share in class and discuss how these abilities and
skills influence career choices.

5

List skills or desires that point to a career in housing. Idenlify work experience, including volunteer work,' -which would relate t6 a career in housing.

Arrange to observe4- person. working in a living-environments job; Keep a diary of the abilities and skills
,Lhar person used in his her work. Report your.firidings in class:

7 ..44,?:`'
r

Ekplore seveupportive and professional careers in each living-erivironments job cluster (e.g., by going on
field trip& or interviewing employers). Develop generalizations about-abilities needed to perform jobs in
each alter.

112
Invite several peMits who work in jabs related to living environments to describe the abilities and skills
needed to pursue their careers. Compal the speakers. Compare to your own abilities and skills.

Invite a career or vocational counselor to discuss various living-environments jobs and the kind f,skills
needed. Note differences and similarities. The counselor may also help determine your worlcLo., work
aptitudes. by using testing devices. If so. rehte the results to inb possibilities in living environments.
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' SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will,,be able to describe training requirements for jobs related` 6.
creating and maintaining optinum living envirotnnets,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

ot
4

3.Viewlob Interview: The Way It Is. Discuss aspects of satisfactory job interviews and identify methods of 224
preparing for an,interview; Practice interview techniqued in class.

Develop a bulletin board which depicts the basic procedure for finding a job. Review periodically in class. 28

Using the Career Information System;aitlleter the training required for a living-environments job in 4

which you are interested..Share findings (4in a scussion. 11

Develop a collage of living-environments jobs. Include the training needed. characteristics of the jobs and 31

benefits to be expected. Display in the classroom. 32
,-.. .

Read about jab opportdnities in housing: Divide into interest groups (e.g., architecture, drafting.
engineering, interior design, real estate; construction, building materials, hope furnishing, utility
companies; government-related jobs). Review the necessary training requirements. for the various
occupatiOnt. Re ort findings in class.

Visit a trade school. community college or university where one can secure training fi)r a
ak. living-environments accupation.*Consult an adVildor for information regarding program requirements and
.4:-te anticipated employment upon graduation...44

i '; Invite a person from a building trailekr?nion to discuss a enticeship programs available for jobs related to
4, creating and maintaining living en. Viirmyviett Simmln,j7e admission and terms of therequiremen ts for

74

training.
.;:. .

.

. * A
Interview persons_currently working in jobs,alated to living nnvironments to determine wha, and ho'w to
get the required training. including ho' li,ng:Nyilies ind ,- h.', if yogis chafe information in class.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able
area

determine alternatives-°f training needed

14.
for occupations in?the area of living environments..' : a'

..,

. .
_

LEARNING ,EVER IENCES RESOURCES'

;

t

Invite a school counselor or teacher to discuss how relevant entry job skills can be acquired for jobs in living

environments. Discuss advanced training possibilities 080,rell as training availability.

tt:

Invite a representative from an occupational or vocatffinal rehabilitation center to di alternate methods

of securing training for various jobs.

182
183

View Preparing for the Job You Want. Invite employers in living-environments areas to discuss types of 271

training they, would like their -employees to have (e.g., On-the-job training, college, correspOncterfce schools,
"technical schools, adult education, apprenticeship). Summarize what you learned and' compare with
information presented in the filtfistriy

Invite work experience coordinalOrs to discuss the advantages/disadvantages and opportunities of work
experience.ol: on-the-job training. Summarize main points brought out in the discussion.

/-

Arrange acanel (or "Career Fair") of people in living-environments occupations (e.g., architecture, drafting,
contracting, trade anions, interior design, landscaping) to discuss how they received their training.
Sumrtie methods of securing training and discuss availability, advantages and disadvantages of each'.

In groups, Select a career iri living envhron inents and develop a plan for securing_ the_necessary training.:
Evaluate the. plans in terms of cost and degree of job transfer skills acquired. Share plans in class.

Using high school course dervriptions and va,;()us collene catalogs, identify courses and programs related to

developing skills for r- i)q in 1i, ; ., ideas in aclacc discussion.

, P.

4'
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-ASSESSMENT

In the Goal-B-askl Planning fokome Economics section of this-guide, fOur sets of desired outcomes
were identified: (1) state goals; (2) district -goals; (3) program goalS; (4) coarse goals. Competencies,
were discussed Personal goals of individual students were mention These were followed by
specific suggestions (learning activities, teaching strategies, resourc , alter ative instruction, etc.)
designedto,assist the planner in impleThenting a goal-based curriculum.

Once instruttioal .plans are implemented, the teacher must pose thequestion: Are students
attaining desired outcomes, and is the home economics program helping them to -reach those
*comes?. TheQuality of the answers to these questions depends on for what purpose and how well
asfressatent activities are designed and carried out. .

To measure the attainment of any goal or competency (Was it reached? . .. not Why? or Why not?
or even How well?), Ofegon uses ASSESSMENT. Assessment in , gregon means taking
inventory asking, Where are we? Evaluation in Oregon means judging the inPentory(ies) asking,,,
What'd we intend to do? What did we do? How weird, we do it? What would we do differently if we
did it over? Assessment and Aaluation are not symanyms in Oregon`:

If it is desirable to know the kind of overall job the home economics program is doing, then the
performance of groups of students is significant. Assessment focuses on whether an acceptable

"r,fmajority of students is attaining established goals. e needs of groups of students can then be
identified and progratEpOinin.g improved accordingly. f, however, it is desirable to know flow well
individual studerns me, aining desired (or required) outcomes, then the performance, of; each
individual student is si ant. Assessment fncuses on the needs, interests, and learning strengths
and weakfiesses of individual students as they strive todevelop and demonstrate desired outcomes.
The needs individual students can th'-n he identified and learning activities, teaching strategfes,
resour adjusted a crotdinglk 4

40--

,Th rela nships age shown heleV Assessineht ,,( h of th elements shown in the figure will
pr vide answers to partiidat kind' ,,I 'iliections.
,

qqrSSMFNTS 4,4 CROIT AND tNnivtot 1AL PERFORMANCES

CROUP PERFORMANCES
elai ed to

District Cloak
Program Goals.
Coii[s (and Unt oals

INDIVIDUAL Pper kimiyeig
related to

,

Compoieno4 ,0
p Personal. Goals

Learning Strengths
& Weaknevies

e

I

NV --1

to a
Identify
GROUP
NEEDS

J
to
identify
INDIVID111At.
NEEDS

r
to IMPROVEPROGR*S
by

adjusting'plans,goals, oitses..
ttOor activities

to imp!tcof INSTR
by

, adapting strategres,pricklees,
materials, performane

requirements
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e

Assessment of Mid goal attainment answers the questiOn: To what exterrt dre\stridettts attaining
the outcomes of schooling the community and its-schools desire?-

Assessment of, program goal attainment answers the question: To what extent are students attaining
the outcomes home economics teachers and Curriculum planngts desire? a

'

Assessment of course goal attainment answers the qi strrn what extent are students attaining
the outcomes home economics teachers desire for Living Environments:'

Assessrt of competency attainment answers the question: To what extent is a student

r derhonstrating desired applications of what hds been learned in order to graduate?

Assessment of personal goal attainment answers the question: To what extent is a student attaining
those outcomes designated a's of greatest personal importance, need. or interest?

Assessment of learning strengths and weaknesses answers tk question: 'What characteristics
reflected by a student's performance can he `4'f't1 ac enhancing or inhibiting attainment of desired

outcomes?

in seeking 'answers to these questions, student performances that can be accepted as indicators of

attainment of desire*, outcomes rllist ht .lear. These performance indicators serve to guide the
.ass'Ess-irmt'Th activity in producing the most Aeded information.

To be in compliance with,state requiremerits. each district must assure that assessment activities are
carried out in relation to these -poihN. Assessment of student demonstration of competencies
required for graduation and identificatior, of 1arning strengths and weaknesses are two of these. In

addition. the home etcnnomics wog, am may he eel-eted by your district for a special kind of
assessment required by the state. If 'his happens, it NiIl t ?oecessary to analyze the goals of the
program to determine' thee cs( tertt I r uthi, 1-1 'twion'; t,Icl devt 'op or apply reading writing, and
compOting skills in attaining rIvn-,c 7 If ,

:?f 4 I, lig i.ft r, r.rtihitlp holy well the

neCeSCP1 d';Ilq "1". sfl l

9'

.
... 1 .

.. . -,i'. .,
131N . .

.i".

.

,.'.', N 4r 1,4' ti iik '. (i*,fissessmentin all alit8 plann'-g s 9..scri n .q..,. -?() A the% 0,710110(r .C.,coiulaw Qt;ide for Orep,), Cf11,4IvtVarq II.

Suggestionq(Salcin: aregonDepaitatent # I. dil ct4On / 9 77);'''' s.' p if
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Books & A

1,411

.*-
RESOURt

.. /
L 1)111 ts

rticles for Student/ ;

BrighamI Allen; Phyllis S.\ The Young Decorator. Provo, UT:
Young University Press, 1974.

2. Arnow, Harrietta. The .DoIlmaker. New York: Macmillan
-Publishing Co, 1967: . .

3 Baker, Bill. House of Ideas: Creative Interior Design NeW York:

Macmillan Publishing,Co, 1'974.

4 Barclay and Champion. Teen GUAle To Homemaking New York
McGraw-Hill Book Co, 1972.

5 Better Homes and Gardens. Better Homes and Gardens
Decorating Book. Des Moines. lit Meredith C,rporstin 1075

6 Bet ter Homes and Gardens. Rette' Homes and Gan/ens
Decorating Ideas [Inner $100 Peg IA Meredith

Corporation, 1971

0 7 Be.,tter Homes and Gardens. Better Ho, s: and Gardens Gardening

Book. Yes Moines, IA: Meredith Corpotatiron; 1975.

li8 Better Homes and:Garde s I).eorating Homeli DPC Moines. IA:

Meredith CLoration. n ( .

9 Better Homes and Gardens. Decorating Made haw Des Moines,

1A: Meredith Corporation. n.d.

10 Better I-tames and Gardens. Sewing for Your. Home: Des Moines,

IA: Meredith Corporation..19711f.

I 1 Better Homes and Gardens! Treasures frim Throwaways. De

Moines, IA: Meredith Corporation. 1076.

12 Craig, Hazel. Homes With Character. Indianapolis. IN: D.C. Heath

& Co, 1970.

13 4iiiier; Dorothy. 3 .Shortcuts to Home Decorating. New York:

Pocket Books, Inc, 69. a
. .

- . " . :

;
..

-----N%.....

.. 6 0*

r
93

rep9frtecllyaccurate
'at,.tixne of publication

.

,..

!, .

Address..

Brigham Young University Press'
205 University Press Bldg.
Provo, UT 84602

Macmillan Publishing Co
'866 Third Avenue
New York. NY

(see 2)

McGraw-Hill Book Co
1221 Avenue of the Americas'
lk*ldw York, NY 10020

Meredith Corporation
Consumer Book Division
1716 Locust
Iles Moines, IA 50330

(see c)

(see 5)

(see 5)

(see 5)

(see 5)

(see 5)

D,C. Heath & Co
College Department
2700 North Richardt Avenue
Indianapolis; IN 46219

Pocket Books, Inc
Division of Simon. and Schuster
1230 Avenue of the America
NeW York, NY 10020

4444
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Books & Article's forStuaerits
..

14 Eckstein, Artis A, How To Make Treasures from
i.leanthside Pr ca,

r
4 is
15' About Walls. New, York :/Ptipu)

.196

6

,, i, : 11':

.

Trash Great Hearthsfde ressi. Inc ,

445 Ngrihe Boulevard
Gretat Neck; 021

Litvry, *.Populat Library,
Unit okBSMli

*6 60011ird Avelibe
'New ,York, NY .10011

Address

titans

16 Explcri)gCareers in Living 'Environments. Bloornington, .IL: McKnight Publishing Co
McKnight Publishing Co, 1975. PO Box 2854 .

17 Gairett, Pauline. Consumer Housing. Peoria, II Chas.-A:Bennett
.. Cd, Inc, 1972.

18 Idleman,' Hillis. 'Housing, Furniture, anil Appliances. New York:
McGraW-Hill Book Co, 1975.

19 Levy, Feldman, and Sesierath. The Consumer in the Marketplace.
Belmont, CA: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1976.

20 Mc ermott, Norris, and Nicholas. Homemaking for
Bo k If Peoria, IL: Chat A Bennett Co. Inc. 1077.

1'4 , .
Maholy-Nag.3rgibyl.. Native Genius in Anonymous Architecture
in North AmenTa New York. Celmel- ,I Ronk', Inc, 1916.4, 021

10
Teenagers

22 Morris, E. and M. Winter. Housing, 1 *olnilv and gooirti. New

VOrk John A. Wiley & Sons, Inc, n

>

23 Morton, Ruth, Hilda Geuther. a,Id Virgiai.Guthrie. The Home:
Its Furnigangs and Ftrurnrrn ?1,k. Vir;rk: McGraw hill Book
Co, 1970.

th
221 Paolucci, Faiole, and Thompson. Prsimn1 Nrspertiree. New

Ybrk: McGraw-Hill Book cb, 1973,

25 Plumb, Barbara. Young l7esignC in Living Dec Moines. IA.
Meredi* Corporation, n.d ,

26 Reist, Janet. Elegant Decorating on a Blpikrl eW York
Macmillan Publishing Co. 1072.

ift
.27 Schmelzel, Carol. "Home Safe Home. OReAS for

Ecbnomics, December 1976. pp. 18-10
Home

4

28 Schneider, Rita Marie. Interior Design Careers. Englewood Cliffs,

NJ: Pientice-Hall, Inc, 1977.

29 Schwartz, Sidney. Housing -Orem. Fnglewood Cliffs, NJ:

Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1977.

or.

94

9

Bloomington, IL 61701

Chas. A. Bennett Co, Inc
809 West Detweiller Drive
Peoria, IL 61614

(set4)'

Pitman Publishing Corporation
&Davis Drive
Belmont, CA 94002

(see 17)
..

Schocken Books, Inc
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

.4

John A. Wiley -8, Sons, Inc
605 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(see 4)

(see 4

(cee c)

. ?

(see 2)

FORECAST for Home Economics
902 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Prentice-Hall, Inc
Route 9 West

-Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

4

(cee 28).
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BoOks Students

30 Seligmann, Nancy. homesteading in the City. Chicago,. IL: Foil"
Publishing Co, 1275. -

31 Sherwood, Ruth. Homes: Today and Tomorrow. Peoria, IL:
Chas. A. Bennett Co, Inc, 1972.

32 Sherwood Ruth. Homes: Today and
Chas. A. Bennett Co, Inc, 1976.

,

Tomorrow Peoria. 11:

33 St. 4,4ariegSatenig. Homes Are for People. New York: John A
Wiley and Sons, Inc, 1973.

34 Streets. Convent Station. NI Flarwell Associates.

(curriculum package)

35 Sunset. Western Gardening. Menlo Park, CA: lane Publishing Co,
1976.

36 Thal and Holcomb. Your Family and, ItsMonev. Boston,
Houghton Mifflin Co:1973.

t., . .
.

1r
37 Warmke, Wylie, an llers. Consumer Decision Making: Guide

to Better Living. Cincinnati, OH: South-Western Publishing Cc('
1972. -.. 1r

MA: -

38 WilsOn, Patricia.11iousehold Equipment Selei Hoe,

Management. Boston: Houghton Mifflin C- 1076.

,
39 A Design Guide for Home Safety Washington.

Department of Housing and Ilrban Development, n.d.

Pamphlets

40 A Guide to Portable Appliances.
Corp, n.d.

and

DC: U.S.

Chicago:. Sunbeam Aptrtlianc

41 Around the House Guide to Enertn Savings r,,rtlandIPOR.
Pacific Power & Light Compriy, n.d

42 Brown, Dorothy. Window Treatments. Corvallis, OR: Oregon
State University Cooper*e ExTension Service. 1971.

4 Buying /Financing 'a Mobile Ht'me. Washington, DC: U.S:
Deprtmeut of Housing and Urban Development. 1071

95

,Z

r*
Address

Follett Pliblishing Co .

.:-Diyision of Follett Co.rpoiationY
1010 Wei Washington
Chicago, IL 60607 so

(see 17)
.

(see 17)

(see 22)

Harwell Associates
PO Box 95
ConvAint Stktion, NJ 07961

Sunset
Lane Publishing Co

.85 Willow Rgad
Menlo Park, CA 94025

ough tog Mifflin Co
Wucational Division

.Two Park
Boit6h, MA 02107

SOuth-Western Publishing Co
5101' Madison Road
Cincinnati.011 45727

(Fre0 36)

Address

U.S. Department ofHousing and Urban Devel
451 Seventh Street Southwest

A '4`Wtington, DC 20410

'Sunbeam Corporations
5400 West Roosevelt Road

*Chicago, IL 60650

Pacific Power & Light Company
920 Southwest 6th Avenue
Portland, OR 97204

OSU Cooperative Extension Service
Oregon StatUniversity

ctirorvallis, Ott97331
.

(See 39)*
-4lit
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Pamphlets
'e.

44 Goosing and Using HOme Equipment.
University Press, n.d.

45 Color. Texture, Design in
Hutchinson 1968.

46 -Consu
Fon tan

Ames, LA: Iowa State

Space .:cincinnati, OH:

. -

. .
Address

Iowa State Vhiversity press'
Iowa Mate University
Ames, IA 50010

4 ) L'"

Sperry Sperry 'Hutchinson Co' .
Consumer. Relations Department
3003 East Kempen Road

nnati, OH 45241

nformation Guide to Metal Cookware and Ovenware.
Metasl-Coolcwqre,Matjufacturers Assoc, 1975..'

...tooperatives-and. Condominiums. New Choice in Housing.
Washington, DC: American FlOme Economics Association, n.d.

48 . Family Housing Handbook. Ames, IA:
Press,T71.

49 Formby's New Guidc.tO Furniture Care Olive Branch, MS:
FormbysRefinishing Products, 1977.

Iowa State UniyersitAo....,

. I
56 Handbook of Furniture. Chicago: The Seng Company, n.d.

, 51 Home BUytrs Guide, Wachingt,,n. Dr National Aq,,wiatinn of
Home Builders, 10 73

tr

52 Yiome Fashion Course. Danbury ('1 rti m Allen, Inc, n.d

.

51 House Construction How To Reduce ,.Costs. No.
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1970.

-.
54 Houses To Buy. Washington. Dr. American

Assciciation,
.

55 How Deeoratr With I lg., _tfpnrrt-L, CT: GTF
n.d.

tal Coolcwart Manufacturers Assoc
PO -Box D
Fontana, )25

American Home ,Economics Association
2010 Massachusetts Avenue Northwest
Washington, DC 20036 .

(see 44)

Formbys Refinishing Products -

402 Mills; Box 788,
Olive Branch, MS 386

The Seng qmpany.
1450 North Dayt6n Street
Chicago,, IL 60622

National lion of Home Builders0
of the States

I.5th and "M" Streets, NW
Waslington, DC 20005

E
Ethan Allen Drive ,

Danbury, CT 06810

168. U.S. Department of Agriculture
Fourteenth Street-and Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20250

Home- Econolice
(see 47)

56' How To Make Your
Company,.n.d.

57 How To Select Fundture.
. , n.d.

A

Cyloania, Inc.

!.

Windi;ws Beau Sturgis, MI: 'Kirsch

.44

.

Chicago, 11 Sea Roebuck andro,

GTE Sylvpia, Inc
One Stamford Forum
Stamford, CT. 06904

Kirsch Company
309 North Prospect Street
ttlis, MI 49091

gears.ROebuck and Co
Depart/nein 703, Public R-
Sears Tower- g

ChiCago, IL60684. 7

4;.
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JV 41 LW a 1111.t V MUG, 01144 1.144014,,V RV61 tam. TT ,- -
Department of Housing and Urban Development, n.d.

59 Human Environments: Do They Influence People? New York:
J.C. Penney Co, Inc, Forum (F/W, 1974). ,

60 Insights into Consumerism. New York: J.C. Penney Co, lnc.
Forum (FA, 1975).

61 Ilnwrance Learning Packets. Los Angeles, CA: Farmer's Group,
Inc, n.d.

62 Landlord and Tenant Rights and Responsibilities. Corvallis, OR:
Oregon State University Cdoperative Extension Service, 1975.

63, Landlord vs. Tenants. Wasliingtonfal) C: Changing Times
Educational Service, n.d.

64 Lets Talk About Furniture Styling. Naperville. It: Kroehler
Manufacturing Co; a.d.

l

65 Light and Interior Finishes. Cleveland, OH: General Electric
Lighting Institute, 'n.d. (Out of print. but others available as
replaCernents.)

66 Mobile Home. Resource Paige. Chantilly, VA: Mobile Home
Manufactured Housing Inst , n.d.

67 OSPIRG Renters Handbook. Portland, OR: Oregon Student
Public Interest Research Group, n.d.

68 Portable Appliances: Their Selection. Use. and care. Chien g,).
Sears Roebuck and Co, n.d.

69 Recipe for Furniture Buying. Washington, DC: National
Association of Furniture Manufacturers, n.d.

70 Residential Lighiig, Cleveland,
Institute, ti.d.

.

71 See Your Home-in a New Light.
Electric Co, n.d.

OH: General Electric Lighting

Portland, OR: Portland General

72 Selecting and Financing a Home. No 182, Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Agriculture, n.d.

73 Self Actualization Through Management of Resources. New
York: J.C. Penney Co, Inc, Forum (F/W. 1969). '

97

97

(see 39)

J. C. Penney Co, Inc
Educational Relations
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

(see 59)

Farmer's Group, Inc
4680 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90005

(see 42)

Changing Times Educational Service
1729 H Street Northwest

s.. Washington, DC 20006

Kroehler Manufacturing Co
222 East Fifth Avenue
Naperville, IL 60540

General Electric Lighting Institute
Nela Park
Clevelaritl, OH 44112

Mobile Home Manufactured Housing Institute
PO Box 201
Chantilly,.VA 22021

Oregon Student Public Interest Research
Group (OSPIRG)

91-8 Sotithwesi" Yamhill
Portland, OR 97214

National Assoc of Furniture Manufacturers
8401 Connecticut Avenue
Suite 911
Washington, DC 20015

(see 65)

Portland General Electric Co
121 SouthWest Salmon
Portland, OR 97214

(see 53)

(see 59)



74 SRA Occupational Briefs. Chicago, IL: Science' Kesearcn
Associates, Inc, n.d..

75 Storage Slick Tricks. Corvallis, OR: Oregon State University
Cooperative Extension Service, n.d.

76 The Finishing Touch Brochure. Scranton, PA: United Gilsonite
Laboratories, n.d.

77 The How To of Well Dressed Windows. Sturgis, MI: Kirsch Co,
n.d.

Alf

78 To Live With The Earth. Portland, OR: Oregon Environmental
Foundation, 1974.

79 Window Magic. HobokeneNJ: Levolor Lorentren. Inc. n.d.

80 You Can Sell Your Home Faster. Chicago. II Realtors National
Marketing Institute, 1Q75

81 Your, Equipment Dollar. Chicago. II: Household Finance

Corration, n.d.
. 4

81 Your Guide for Teaching Money Management.
'Household Finance Corporation, n.d.

83

84

85

Chicago, IL:

Your Home Furnishing Dollar. Chicago, IL: Household Finance
Corporation, 1971.

Your Housing
Corporation, 1971 ,0

Chicago,

.

Your Housing Rights. Washington, DC:
Housing and Urban. Development, n.d.

a! Household Finance

Kits G 'lies

U.S. Department of

86 A Practieal.Approach to Inte 'or DecoPating. Bditon: Bennett
Publishing Co, n.d. (5 filmstrips and cassettes) .

87 Consumer Survivtil Kit. Ow
Public Broadcasting; 1975

gs "Mills, MD: Maryland Center for

88. Crossroads: Home Econ les' and The Working World. Unit 4:
Housing and Interior Design. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,

Inc0 97.5.

98

science mesearcn Assoc:iamb, RnG

259 East Erie Street
. Chicago, IL 60600

(see 42)

United Gilsonite Laboratories
1396 Jefferson Avenue
Scranton, PA 18501

(see 56)

Oregon Environmental Foundation
2637 SW Water Avenue
Portland, OR 97201

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc
720 Monroe Street

. Hoboken, NJ 07030

Realtors National Marketing Institute
155 EasSuperior Street
Chicago, IL 60611

Money Mangement Institute
Household Finance Corporation
Prudential Plaza de,
Chicago+IL 6060T

(see 81)

(see 81)

(see 81)

(see 39)

Address

ft

, Bennett Publishing Co
102 Charles Street.
Boston, MA 02114

Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting,
Bonita Avenue
Owings Mills, MD 21 117

'

(see 28).
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89 Decorating Guide. Pittsburgh, PA: Pittsburgh Paint and Glass
Industries, n.d.

90 Ethnic Heritage, A Living Mosaic. 'New York: J.C. Penney Co,
Inc, 1973. (filmstrip/tape kit)

91 Furniture Templates Floor Plan Ow Chicago, IL: Sears

Roebuck and Co, n.d.

92 Homes Are For"People. New York: .; Penney Co, Inc, n.d.
(includes 3 filmstrips on physical, social d psychological needs
of homes)

93 Home Decorator Series Set. New York AlcGraw-Hill Book Co,
n.d.

94 How To Decorate Your Home, Chicag( L: Sears Roebuck and
Company, n.d. (includes .00m planThiu. kit, floor covering,
drapery and upholstery sammles)

Housing and Consumer nitracts WA: Copsunier
ducation

96 \Housing and Heime.Furnishi
Co, 1975.

97 How To Save 30 Minutes A 1,-,4;
Commercial Products, Inc. 197'

98 At Room in Your Kitchen W,

Commercial Proaucts, Inc. 10--

99 Pepple and the z-v: Housing 1;)n
Fibresman and C, )72.

I ;

Bu tterm k P, ---I ishing

Ruh aid

ku,34,;ritnii.

4, ,

it

100 The.Home: An Environment for th
Penney Co, Inc, 19-1.

101 The Furniture Fitter. North Wilk.srlo,-lila , rk-ocan orew.

It

tit's. Yearn

Inc, 1976. (ready to cut out collect ,uni aesigns)

102 Toward a Quality ,f Living. Nr,
1976.

103 Surfaces. Indianapolis. IN: Dow

104

'-t-nne Co. Inc.

ri

Your Space and Mine New York 1.C. ru Co, Inc, 1975.
ari(3 filmstrips- and kit-1

ro

Pittsburgh P nd Glass Industries
Public Relahi t epartme*,
One Gate 11:"4-
Pittsburg 2 1 .,

(se49)

(gee 57)

*.

I '4
(see 59) :

9.9

(see 57)

Consumer :.-auk..7 to. Kits
Box 2428-
Seattle, Wes_ 981z.

But teric14:Nadesnat
161,6th .Iimer
New Yorili*,`

Rubbermaa
1147 Alcs;',1
Wooster, 344

(see 97)

Scott, F. (mut.
1900 4Irist

Clenvieu t..r

(see 59)

American Dr:..
PO Box 489
North Wilkesik,,,, ,:659

(see 59

Dow Chemical (.
Health and Consumer .odtlCts Department
9550 Zionville
Indianapolis, IN a

4

(see 595

I F



105 Architect Royal Australian tristaiiir if Architects

106 Better Homes and Gardens

107 The Builder

108 Changing Times

109 Consumer Report

111) Good Housekeeping

111 Home Furnishings Dais

112 *use Bea',

113 Interior Det..sator Handh

114 Interior Denim

115 National Cremraphic.

Book., Lv ,rticles p r Teachers

"Accent on Ind
Economics, May /June

Agan, Tessie, et al.
and the Handicappec
Pp. 18 -20.

Western Australian t liver
22 _Allow Street, aft Eli
West Perth 6005. Auntra9a

(see 5)

14e.Builder
:4f East Cool. t ree,

11

nong Se-' ice
41tuF11 Strc'et 110t4

gton. DC 20(106

FORECAST for Ho'lme .

I '%7, pp. 59-61.

AiSasting the Environment for the Elderly
.rnirnal of Home Economics, May 1977,

( 100

onsumer Report.
.onsurner's Union of ,.rat, S

Wasnington Strec
-14k.,ird Vernon ''.1/ !: lint)

Hotisek--911,,te
. .
New 10011-1

Fair-churl Putm a -srn6, lug

7 East 2th Sorte.
New N

Hearst tvilIF.L7111C:,

250 We rh Sir
New 'Yor.. 1.6) I

-IITOTRIIIE. a I II, iv. In.

370 Lexin_LF oi Avenue
New York. NT` ,201 7

Whitne nirrimnicy lions I ,,rpoA al bun

Magazine 'mist( ,r!

150 Eas, roc

New ork. N1 1 .

Na don& General' le
17th and "M "Airco, Nv
Washirrsuoil. 200.ir
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118 Alexander, Harols1, "Tomorrow's Furniture Today," Illinois
Teacher of Home Ectinobirs. September /OctaiT)er 1976, pp.

119 Baker, Paul T. "Micro-E-aaviroeunents.- 1974,

PP. 6-7.

I2Q Baldwin, DeWitt C. Jr Thr Generation Gap A Question of
Changing Values," Forann. FalAwinter. 1971. pp. U- hl. .

121 BaUghman,- Milo. "The Fames and Environmerra: Influences,"
Forum, Fall/Winter, 1974. pp. .2-13

122' Bender, Tom. Environmental Design Primer New Yorlt:
Schocken Books, Inc, 1973. (see 11) .

123 Blake, Peter. God's OVV JunE-v New York Holt, Rinehall: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc
and Winston, Inc, 1964- u 383 Madison

New York, NY 10 17

1-24 'crericke rind Shapin Handmade Muses: A Guide to the 'Scr.inrsitaw Ptess
Woodbutcher's Art Oakland. ('A: The Scrimshaw Press, 1973. , '60404-laremont Avenue

Oaklan,d. CA 94618 '

.
Illinois Teacher of Home Economics
351 Education Building
Uninrsity of Illinois ,

Urbana, IL 61801

(see 59)

(see 59)

-
(see 59)

125 Braaten. James. "Does Housing Affect Family Relationships?"
Miran Teacher Home Ecomomics, March/April, 1974, pp.
190- . (see 118)

126 Bree. iherry. To Live with The Earth. Portland, OR: Oregon
Envirrrmiental Founctai, .4); 1974. (see 78)

127 Breine_. Simon and William , Dean. The Pvilestrum Revolution:
Strews eithout Car*. New York: Random House, Inc. 1975.

128 "Can )u Choose A Lifestyle` ?'' Forum, Fell /Winte -r, 1071. pp.
18-1()

129 "Carp Search," FORECAST kr Hoinc i. 7motplii v. Decembr,
1976.:.:30.

ti

130 "Cortsunifer Assistance." Tips andTopics. Mardi 1973. p.

131 "Elt..,:ts of Housing." Tips and Topics. March 1 973. p. 2.

1.32 Freic.. -Marc. "Grieving for a Lost Ilonic.' in The Urban
Condition, Leonard J. Duhl, ed.. New York: Basic Books, Inc.
1963. .

133 "Furniture Fashions for the '70's: Modular and Knockdown,"
FORECAST for Home Economies,,lehroary 1976. pp. 44 and
73.
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Random House,' Inc
,20I East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

(gee 59)

(see 27)

Tips and Topics ,

College of Hgme,,EA.
Texas Tech Uni).(4,
PO Box 4170
Lubbock, TX 79499.,

(see 130)

Basic Book's, Inc
10 E.4st 53rd, Street ,

New York, NY 10022

(see 27)
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134 Gaynor, Elizabeth. "Put Your Wasted Space to Work,"
Circle, April 5, 197/, pp. 112-115 and 148.

135

,7
136

137

Family

"Get a Job," FORECAST for Home Econcics, Decemb r 1978',
p. 25.

Graff, C_harlan. "Making a House a Home," Journal o Home
Economics, May 1977, pp. 11-12.

Gray, Virginia and Alan Macrae. Mud, Space d
Handmade Adobes. Santa Barbara, CA: Capra Press, 1 761

138 Grier, George. "Homeseeker's Guides: New sumer
Information Document," in Self, Space, and She! r: An
Introduction to Housing by Newmark and Thomps n. San
Francisco, CA: Canfield Press, 1977.

139 Hall, Edward. The Hidden Dimension.
Doubleday and Co, Inc. 1969.

14.0 Haney, Robert. and David Ballantine. Woodstock H made '

Houses. New York: Random House. Inc, 1975.

Garden Ciq, NY:

Family Circle, Inc
488 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

(see 27)

(see 47)

Capra Press
631 State Street.
Santa Barbara, .CA 93101

Canfield Press
Division of Harper and Row
1700 Montgomery-Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

Doubletay & Co, Inc
501 Franklin Avenue -
Garden- City, NY 11530 -

(see 127)

141

142

Harrison, Henry. ,Houses Chic.a.ao: National Association of
Realtors, n.d.

"How to Decorate Small Roomy Womans Day, February \1977,
pp. 22 and 24.

National AssoCiation of Realtors
430 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Fawcett Publications, Inc
Fawcett Place
Greenwich, Cr' 10036

143 Huppert, Catharine. "Housing Simulation for Use in the
Classroom," Illinois Teacher of Home EcOnomics. March/April, /(see1974, P.p. not available. 118)'

144 "Interior Design: Combining Art and Ingenuity, FORECAST for
Home Economics, April 1977, p. 38. II (see 27)

145 Jackson, Ian. "Public Policy Issues," in Self, Space, and Shel er:
An Introduction to Housing by Newmark & Thompson,. an

'Francisco, CA: Canfield Press, 1977. (see 138)

146 Kee, James Edwin. "We Must Reform the Property Tax" in Sel
Space, and Shelter:- An Introduction to Housing, by Newma
and Thompson. San Francisco, CA: Canfield Press, 1977.

f.
k -

(see 138)
)r)

147 Le m kau, Paul. "Mental Health and Housing," Foru
Fall/Winter, 1974., pp. 8-9. (see

148 Mandelker, Daniel R. and Roger Montgomery, eds. Housing The Bobbs-Merrill Co, Inc
America: Problems and Perspectives. Indianapolis, IN: T e A Thomas Audel Company
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc, 1973. 43(10 Watt 62nd Stie0

Indanapolis, IN 46206

149 Marrow, J. The Failure of Sucess. New York: Ameq
Management Association, Inc, 1972.

,

n American Management Association, Inc
135 Weat,50th Street
New Yotik NY 10020
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151 Montgomery, James. "The Importance of the House," Forum,
Fa%%4 inter, 1974, pp. 10-11.

n, I il. "Running Out of Space," Harpers, September

Pp. -P9-67.

2 Moroorgaia. "Furnishing with Victoriana," fritarnal o
flown, mics. May 1977: pp. 21-24.

Si "Mount Mire non The Heritage," House and/Garden, Juvi

1

Pl. 40-47

Isee 59)

Harpers tinanariir
2 Park Avenue

"'New York. 'N-1'v :700,16

rise -4'-

976 House err ;CV
Conde. Was -entacations, Inc
T:93 knicirori :Avenue
Nest cric, NIN) '001

--,4-

iiimointan Oscar. Defensible Space: Crime Preventien ugk
Urian Design New York: Macmillan Publishing C. 1973

volewmars. Norma L. and Patricia Thompson. Self, Spam sad
T.Ierser 4n Introduction to Housing. San 'Francisco, 'Ca:

tress, 1977.

6 Ells - Marvin. "Conserving Energy by Changing Societal Goats."
Illingls Teacher of Home Economics. September/October 'q76,

,Pr)

fraoucc:L. Beat
Ptrtvoi F

MI

inter, 1974, pp. 4-5.
d Its Near Environmesm."

Stbfrifr Moshe. "Making .an Environmental. Code for Hairmat,"
tombs 7eacher of Home Economics. September/October cE76,
pp. J-1 8.

son. Hans and Lara Rous. In The Beginning. Secaucts.

bibosoks, Inc, 1974.

NI:Iwo...4 Living Spaces," FORECAS7' for
ktopri I oc-' pp. 37 and 57..t

4:

leaOOPOin_&. for Upholstery Fabrics,"
&ohm 1-976, p. 166.

Home Eemoo,,,soes.

Good Houser

Sloan, Carole. "Furniture: A Buyer's Guide to
vestment," FORECAST for Home Economics. April

1 IMP"

4-35.

ISloane, Eric. Our Vanishing Landscape. New York.: 1-- r.

Wagnalls Co, 1955. .

laird

4Pg'.

Sloane, Eric. The Spirit of 76. New York: Ballantine Boon-
1973,

16 Sommer, Robert. "The Effect of Near Environment on People,-
Forum, Fall/Winter; 1974, pp. 14-15,.
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Dist. by Boor Sales, Inc
110 Enterprise Avenue
Secaucus, NJ 07094

see 27)

see 110)

(see 27)

Funk and. Wagnalls Co
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022

Ballantme Books, Inc
Division of Random House, Inc
201 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

(see 59)



Books & Article-0%,r Teachers Adarrss

166 Spies, Barbara: "Solar Energy -*el of the Future?" FORECAST
forHome EcaimMics, FebruarY 076, pp. 41-42.

167 Spies Blirbara. "Teaching to %Vim Make CO-ED's Room Revival
Obntat a' Successful Teachnitt Tool," FORECAST for Home

&onomics, September 1976. pp. 130-31 and 188-89.
* .

68 Spitze, Fltzel Taylor. "SafetN 111110e Home," Illinois Teacher of
ono March/Apr iluf. pp. 214 -215.

SumrneKille; N.e, "Ethnic ArIrmgricracies Can Affect Student

Economic* Marchift 1974.
Needs a Vie Regarding finuAing," Illinois Teacher of Home

4 186-189.

170 Teer, Fred L. "Better HOusing Minorities Can Be 'A Rert---.. ."
Illinois Teacher of Home Ec.fnomics, March/April 197. pri
197-200. ,J

(see 27)

(see 27)

ee I18)

tee 118)

flee- 118)

171 TItignes, Gena. "Buying Purninure on a Shoestring," Conser=v Consunaeo' Reseam-
Research, Janury 19n, pp. Consumas: Reiearcn. bnc

-Washington, NJ 0--7-P78:2

/1t72 "The'ACtive Owner Can Run Its House from Her Wheesesit,
Sunset', November 1972, p. 181

173 "The Importance of Human Emmonments,' Forum, Fal: A:alter
1974, p. 3.

(see 35)

(see 59)

174 "The. Irrs and Outs of Upholstered Furniture 0(xi
Houseteeping, October 1976. (.1, 132-138. see 110)

175 "The Log Cabin _Renaissance 'Inset. October 1976,p: ,:=-83 (see 35)

176 "The Perils 'bf Pollution," FORECAST for Hume Fcersernics.
February 1976, pp. 43 and 6(-1 (see 27)

177 Thesis, M. and C. Thesis. "Housing Can Meet People', needs."
Illinois Teaither of Horne Economic& September/Ooots-- 1975.
pp. 23 -25. 118)

178 The White House. Washington. )C: National Geographic Society.
1975. t (see 115)

179 Toffler, Alvin, Future Shock new York: Random House, Inc,
1970. (see 127)

, 180 "Upholstered Furniture: The Inside Storti" Good Houskeeping,
October 1976, pp. 200 and 202. (see 110)

181 U.S. Department 'of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. Statistical Superintenden't of documents
Abstract of the U.S. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing U.S. Government Printing Office
Office. North Capital and H Streets NW

Washington, DC 20401

182 U.S. Department of Labor. Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
Washington, DC:--U.S. Government Printing Office. (see 181)

183 'U.S. Department of Labor. Occupational- Outlook Handbook.
'Washington, DC: U.S. Government rinting Office. (see 181)

194
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Scala & Articlesfor Teathers

184 II.S. Department of Labor. Occupational Quicterly. Washington.
DC: U.S. Govermrpesit Printekg Office. (Supplements and updates
the OetwiatioNtol Outlook Handbook.)- '

rit5 Van ..Gelderett. Sherie H. "TheFunction of Furniture," What's
New in Home-.....4-e-dttbinics.. March 1977, p. LP2.

186- Van Gelderen...Sherie H. "Tips on Buying Furniture," What's New
in Home Ecomonlics, May 10. 1977,, p. LP1.

187 Waugh, Alice__ Interior Design. Minneapolis, MN: Burgess

Publishing C_ I967.

t.

188 Wedin, Caro, -The House and Its Social-Psychological AspectS,"
Illinois Teacrer- of Home Economics; September/October 1976,
pp. 32-35

rtA189 -What to Lor.i.. for in a Neighborhood Before Buying a Hopie,"i
Good Housekieuring, June 1972, p. 172.

190 Whalen, Marcus. American Architecture Since 1780: A Guide try
Styles. Camb-s-kage, MA: 1%1.1.T Press-. 106Q

191 Williams. Heru,.. et al. Treasury of Grew American Homes. New
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1970.

192 Wilson, Forest. Architecture and inferior Environment.
Cincinnati, OH: Van Nostrand Reinhold o". 1 °72

193 Winter. Mar\ aud Earl Morris. -The Housing
Journal of HrYme Economics, Ni,\. 1077 r r 7 t o

194 Woolcott, Donna: Learning Activities. tor Fne,gy Use and
Co n se ry a tinn Illinois Teachct if ,,nomics.
September/October 1976. pp 25 26

195 Yourig,% Joannq. Washington's MI I N E' ' Vflt k 11,111,

Rinehar4,Aand Winston, Inc, 1973.

Would I ike

Non print

Films

196 A Film History of American Furniture,Karl Media. n.d.

197 A Line Is a Line Is a Line. International Rto..01 b/w, 5 min.
1973. c
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Address
.

(see 3 8 1 )

North American Publisiiing Company
401 North Broad Street
.P.hilaidelphia, PA 19104

(see 185)

Burgess Publishing Co .
7108 Ohms Lane
Minneapolis, MN 55435

(see 118)

(see I 1M .

M.I.T. Press
Carieton Street,

Cambredge, MA 0242
/

G. P. Putnam's Sons
200 Madison Avenue
New 'fork, 10016

Vatr !lost rand Reinhold Co
Div. of Litton Educational Publishing, Inc
300 Pike Street
Cincinnati,'OH 45202 .

(see 47)

(see 118)

(see 123)

Address

Karl Media
East 36 A Midland Avenue
Paramus, NJ 07652

International Film Bureau
322 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60604-



Films

198 America. Coronet Instructional Media, c, I min, 1970.

199 Architecture: Why Man Builds. MCGraw-Hill Film, c, 18 min,
1972.

200 Boomsville-Man's Environment. Learning Corporation of
America, c, 11 min, 1970.

-201 Building A House and Where Does It Come From. American
Society of Interior Designers, c, 12 min. n.d.

202 Building a Skyscraper-And the Careeri Involved. AIMS
Instructional Media, Inc, c, 11 min. 1973.

203 Cities and Beauty: Cities Can Re Beautiful. McGraw -Hill Films, C,
8 min, 1968.

204 Cities and Suburbs: Center or Spread City. Sterling Educational
Films, Inc, c, 56 min, 1973.

205 Citizen 's Role in Land Use Policy. Oregon State University
Cooperative Extension Service. b/w. 10 min. n.d.

206 City Limits. ACI Films. Inc. r. /R min. 1077.

207 Color, Color Everywhere -Red, Yellow, Blue. Coronet
Instructional Media, c, 11 min. 1972.

208 Color -the City Green. Oregon State University Cooperative..
Extensicin Service. c. 27 min. n.d.

209 Democracy: The Role of Dissent. Coronet Instructional Media, c,
14 min, 1971.

210 Dehumanizing City. Learning Corporation of America, c, 15 min,
1972.

211 Discovering Color. Film Association of California, c, 15 min,
1960.

212 Discovering Form in Art. Bailey Film Associates Education
, Media, c, 21 min, 1967.
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Address

Cowrie 1Enstructional Media
65 Eas.' .11isith Water Street

Chimego, EL60601

McGasrusAiliri-Film
122V brimase of the AMericas
New. 'fors_ An/ 10020

Leamnnu _orporation of America
1393 Aversely of the Americas.
New York. NY 10019

Ainterbmn Society ofInterior Designers
730 Fifth Avenue
Now York, NY 10019 .

AIMS Instructional Media, Inc
62t, Justin Avenue
Glendale. CA 11201

(see 199)

SreTting Educational Films, Inc
2,- East 34th Street
New York,'NY 10016

and
Oregon Division of Continuing Education
1633 SW Park Avenue
PO Box 1491
Portland, OR 972117

4

(see 42)

ACI Films, Inc
35 West 45th Street
New York, NY 10036

(see 198)

(see 42)

(see 198)

(see 200)

Film Associates of California
BFA Educational Media
2211 Michigan Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90404

(see 211)

1
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Films

213 Discovering Line. Bailey Film Associates Educational Media, c, 17
min,. 1963.

214 Discovering Texture. Bailey Film Associates Educaticial Media,
c, 17 min,'1961.

215 Energy: Less is More. Churchill Films, c, 18 min, 1973.

216 Environment: How Fine a Place? Oregbn Department of
Continuing Ec1cation, c, 56 min, n.d.

217 Family House. National Film Board of Canada, c. 16 min, 1970.

218 Food, C7othiniftpnd Shelter in Three Environments. Bailey Film
Associates Educational Media, c, 16 min, n.d.

219 Home and Property Protection. ACI Films. Inc. c. 35 min. 1974.

220 Home Life of the Pioneers. Oregon Department of Continuing
Education, b/w, 15 min, 1959.

221 Housing: A Place to Live. Oregon Department. of Continuing
Education. c, 56 min, n.d.

222 Housing a Growing America Sterling Educational Films. Inc. n.d.

223 Housing and Your Values. 3M Company, n d

224 Job Interview. . .The Way It Is. Mvit.,,
Education District. c.23 MITI 10 7

225 Keeping Your Job in Work. Dibie Dash Productions. Inc. c, 12
min, 1972. .

226 Line. McGraw-Hill Films, c, 11 mitt. 06n .

227 Of People, Land, and Planning. Oregon State University
Cooperative Extension Service, c, 26 min. n.cL,

228 Planner-Geographer. ACI Films, Inc, c, 13 min, 1974.

229 Planning the Land. ACI Films, Inc, c, 24 min, 1974.

230 Pollution 4 a Matter of Choice, Parts 1 and 2. NBC Educational
Enterprises, Inc, c, 60 min, 1170.

231 Populations. Centron EducationalFilms, c, 16 min, 19,72.
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. Address

(see 211)

(see 211)

Churchill Films
662 North kobertson-Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90069

(see 204)

National Film Board of Canada
1251 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

(see 211)

(see 204 and 206)

(see 204)

(see 204)

(see 204)

3M'Company
3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55101

Multnomah ounty Intermediate(I;),

Education 'strict
220 SE 102nd
Portland, OR 97216

Dibie-Dash Productions, Inc
4968 Hollywood Blvd
1.os Angeles, CA 90027

(see 1(4)

(see 42)

(see 206)

(see 204 and 206)

NBC Educational Enterprises, Inc
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020

Centron Educational Films
1621 West Ninth Street
Lawrence, KS 66044
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. Films

22 Run f ront Race. National Educational' Televisicut Film Service,
/w, 29.toin, 1964.

233 Safety .,, ..liome Safe Home. AIMS Instructional Media, Inc, c,
14 min, 1972. "N.. . . .

234 Safety in the Home. Encyclopaedia Brit4nica Educational
Corporation, t, 12 mih,1965. .

235 Sharing the Land. ACI Films, Inc. c, 2,4 min, l'975.
A

236 Solar Energy to- Capture the Power of Sun and Tide. ACI
Films, Inc, c, 21 min. 1975.

237 Super Conductors-Tomorrow's Energy Breakthrough is Here.
ACI Films; Inc, c, 20 min, 1975.

, 238 Texture. ACI Films. Inc, c. 10 min. n.d.

239 The Choice Is Yours. ACI Films. Inc, (,-13 min, 1972.

240 Tools in Land Use Planning. Oregon State University Cooperative
, Extension Service, b/w, 25 min, ii.d.

1

241 Transportation: Master or Servant? Sterling Educational Films, c,
56 min, 1973.

Two Towns: Gubbio in Italy-Chillicothe in Ohio. Learning
Corporation of America, c, 22 min. 1973.

Learning243 Two Cities: London, New York.
America, c, 23 min, 1973.

244 Urban Alternatives. Arthur 11nrr Productions, c, 19 min. 1972.

;-

Corporatiog of

245 Wall to Wall Decorating. Modern,Talking Picture Service, Inc. n.d.

246 We Live in the City. ACI Films, Inc, c, 30 min, 1970.

247 'What Is -a Community? Encyclopaedii Brittanica Educational
Corporation, c, 14 min, 1970.

248 What "You Should Know Before You Buy a Home. Modem
Talking Picture Service, Inc, c, 28 min, n.d.

249 Wise Use of-Credit and Personal Finance Planning. Association for
Educational Communications and Technology, c, 22 min, n.d.
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:,Address

National Educational Television Film Service
Indiana University Audiovisual Center
PO BOx A
Bloomington, IN 47401

(see 202)

Encnclopaedia Brittanica Educational Corporation
425 Vorth Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

(see 206)

(see 206)

(see 206)

(see 206)

(see 206)

(see 42 and 204)

(see 204)

(see 200)

{see 200)

Arthur' Barr Productions
Box 5667
Pasadena, CA 91104

Modern Talking Picture Servioe,.Inc
1212 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY.10036

(.see 234)

(s'*. 245)

Association for Educational Communications
and Technology

1201 16th Street NW
Washington; DC 20036'



Films

250 World Population.. Coronet InstructionalAedia, r.3 min; 1973,

251 Your Role in linproving Our Housing. Sterling Educational
n.d.,

Filmstrips

252 ABC's of Otting and Keeping a Job. Eye Gate House, inc, n.d.
-

253 Accessories. Ethan Allen Company, Inc, n.d. 1;4

4 254 A Good House fol. All Who Care. Photo, Lab, Inc, n.d.

255 Be Credit Wise. Househbld Cot pul ation. n d

256 .Buying thanking Times Educ..tidai Sclrll,o .I
.

257 Color America. Pittsburgh Paint and k,hiss 1,, a

(see 198)

(see 204)

Address

Address'

Eye Gate Muse, Inc
146-01 Archer Avenue
Jamaica, NY. 11.435 ,

(see 52)

Photo Lab, Inc
3825 Georgia Avenue 1NJW
Washington, DC 20011

(see 81)

(see 108)

(scc 89)

258 Come Catch,a Rainbow. Pittsbuisil Paint aiid
n.d. (see 259)

259 Environmessages. .1.(... t',.1,(,,,y ( 0. iii, i ,i . (ia I ,,,i, )pa,.. and
Mine). (sc .)9

r
, 4
260 Home Decoration .Sertt. s &t t AL.( al ,. , i Ian i ii, ...I - (std 199).

261 Home Decoration SerteS. .. i III,6 wit,tLit, Pa, 1.. 1 att..' 2

McGraw-Hill Films, nid:-. (....c. 19..0

2o2 How A Career DeVelups Mct,,,,, I1,rr 1 :I

2p3 Interio, , Prat lo. 4.1 h ear, l I A r

Traffic Patterns, ChaS A. Bermcii C.,. lue, n.d

2u4 Dekorao,s6 ...I t..
What It Means To Y. ti Chub A Lilac t t ( 1111, 1

'2b5 ..,01.1s1,,, I hi+ , I:

.ere the Key has

y .. I

and A I. a (1/ I II 1

1.1t LI, tA

h has 'A 1.,:1

I A . I" I.

1,d

i II

(st;,, 199)



Filmstrips Address

( 270 Money Talks. Household Finance Corporation, lir (see 81)

271, Preparing for the Job You Want. Eye Gate House, Inc, n.d. (see 252) a

272 Rentigg. Changing Times Educational Service, n.d. (see 108)

273 Selling The Thomasville ook. Thomasville Furniture Industries, Thomasville Fur4tureindustries, In
Inc, n.d. 401 East Main Street

'Thomasville, NC 27360

274 -Selecting a House Plan. Photo Lab, Inc, n.d. (see 254)

275 Simple Household Repairs. Franklin Clay Films,,n.d.

/

276 Toward A Quality of Life. J.C. Penney Co. hie, 1976 (see 59)

inaoLe Corp,,katit,o d (see 8 1)

to

277 You, The Shopper. Household

278 ) uur SpyLe Age t ii, 14,14 ii..1,,,, t 1976.

Franklin Clay Films
PO Box 2213
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

I

279 AIIICb l.,t Vt v\ / t. , I

(albun. A Re,. Ids, d

26u color Yt,,,,

2231 4. ,. 1,,

I

1,1,M23.1

ik,

30 R,),..kofellet
New Yolk, NY 10020

Depcnt...,
South Albany High School
3705 South Columbus
Albany, OR 97321

ealturs Nativnal M.t..1,t.tit4: Institut
55 East Superiut Street

It 60611

282 Denver,
1970 (w-4. .:.P.1)

46) t.hlag En, I.

,t.

As.t....0.1t1

1..olkway s

ILI, 41

S22 List Stied
Spliagtleid, OR

..11.11.),.111.,.

('t)11J.1111C.1 11111)111Id

1507 1)an A t..tw,.
Linati, Oil
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Tapes & Slides

287 Seeger, Pete. "Little Boxes" Song on We Shall Overcome (album),
Columbia Records, 1963.

288 The Town House: Its Background and New Popularity on the
American Scene. National Association of Home Builders of the
United States, n.d. (slides)

289 The Urban Crisis. Educational Manpower, Inc, 1976 (6 taped
lessons).

?90 Woodjoint Samples. Cummins Associates, Inc, n.d.

4.4

191 .5'electing and Buying a Alubac nom,. 111,,t,, 1.1, Ii , it.d. (Akio
and cassette).

Address

Columbia Records
CBS, Inc
51 West 52nd Street
New York, NY 10019

(see 51)

Educational Manpower, Inc
PO Box 4272
Madison, WI 53711

Cummins Associates, Inc
1219 South Industrial Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75207
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